Healthcare can raise some difficult questions ...
There's One Simple Answer

The Valley~ 'HealthSystem·
Whether it's a routine check-up, a case of the flu,
or a situation requiring a hospital visit , you can
depend on The Valley Health System to provide
superior care. That's because The Valley Health
System is an integrated system, committed to
providing our community with convenient access
to quality healthcare , while at the same time

controlling costs through increased efficiencies.

Our philosophy has made us the provider of choice
for more employers, delivering quality care to over
780,000 Las Vegans - we are the leader with nine
specialized centers of medical excellence , representing
3,500 of the finest physicians and medical
professionals. So , when you're looking for answers
to all your healthcare questions, all you need is

The Valley Health System.
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Y2K Government
Intervention Required
LYLE E.
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oncern about computer glitches in
conjunction w ith the dawni ng of the
new millennium is growing louder as of
late. The Y2K scare is starting to amplify ;
I expect it w ill only grow louder at an exponential factor as the days wear on toward Year 2000. The rumor mill is running out of control with doom and gloom
projected ; everything being affected from
airline control tower problems to power
grid failures (no electricity) to the stock
market crashing.
Unfortunately, those who have the most
to gain from this fiasco , such as solar energy firms, and those new Y2K enterprises
appearing and disappearing overnight, fuel
the rumor mills. One day a company is
there. The next, it's gone without a trace,
and in its wake, many businesses are left
hanging, with no place to tum after invest-

ing in the firm 's products and/or services.
I talked to a solar energy salesm an w ho
told me he just sold a $17 ,000 alternative
energy syste m to a guy that supposedly is
one of the " higher-ups" in one of our local
power companies. He said this guy is concerned about the grid and wants to be covered . Great!
Then there are the so-called computer
experts w ho proclaim, the problems that
exist are being resolved; and although
there is nothing to be concerned about,
they are probably going to store some
food away and take their money out of the
market because everyone else is. Well,
that is all we need , " the blind leading the
blind." Most of the doom -and-gloom scenarios encourage people to throw their
hands up in despair, or embrace a different
kind of solution like buying gold or stockpiling water, oatmeal and ammunition.
I h ave always believed our federal government should be smaller ("power to the

COMMENTARY COMEBACKS
Dear LB:
My name is Cheryl Best, and I'm
a Nevada teacher. I work in an atrisk school in Reno. I would like to
invite you to our school, so you
have a little more on which to base
your opinion [August 1998]. More
than 6o% of the teachers in our
school have masters degrees , with
several more, including myself, in
the process of acquiring one. All of
us can show continuing education
credits for each year that we have
taught. All of us are more than
happy to be evaluated on our per·
formances as teachers, but there is
no test that will show if someone is
capable of presenting knowledge
to motivate another to learn .
You seem to feel that teachers
are the only possible problem with
education today. Is there no responsibility in the home? More
than half of our students are ESL
(English as a second language).
Many come to us speaking no English at all. Their parents do not
speak, read or write in English and
some do not read or write in Spanish either. Among those students
who are not ESL, we have those
who are living in motels and have
been to multiple schools, those
with parents on drugs or alcohol,
4 Nevada Business journal •
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and those with parents who just
simply don't care enough to extend
themselves to their children when
they are not in school.
Our staff is very dedicated
spending far more than contract
hours at school, as well as working
at home. You have no idea how
much time we spend trying to help
these kids. As a staff we voted to
implement a new reading program
that is time consuming, and requires on going training.
When I finish my masters degree, I will have spent five years
full time in college as well as two
years part time. It costs me $900
every two months for my classes.
On top of this, I am training for the
reading program that I mentioned.
What more would you ask? I am far
from unusual among my coworkers, in my school or in others.
When was the last time you were
in a classroom? From what experiences do you draw your opinion?
just how do you propose to raise
the standards of teachers? Do you
believe that there is some test that
can evaluate teaching ability and
dedication? I teach second grade,
do you believe I don't know the
content of my subjects, or am I just
inept? I wonder if you will spend

people" ) and more user-friendly and efficient. The state and local governing bodies have a closer ear to the people and thu s
should have a stronger voice. Having said
that, the federal government through both
the executive branch and the legislative
branch needs to show some leadership and
quash this " scare" immediately. Not only
should they establish plans to deal w ith
the potential problems of the Y2K, like we
think they are doing , but they need to educate the public and launch a powerful
marketing campaign to combat the rising
tide of concern. There is no reason w hy
the public should experience the terror of
Y2K, w here people envision society, as we
know it, collapsing in every light switch
and programmable VCR.

For more information on the Y2K issue,
send your e-mail address to associatepublisher@nevadabusiness.com. Type
" Y2K?" in the subject box.

associate publisher@ nevada business .com
the time to visit my school and
staff, or if you only have the time to
make comments with little in which
to base them. In a half a page of
you r publication, you condemned a
large group of people, people that I
guess you feel are all overpaid, uncaring, or just lazy.
I hope to see you at our school
soon.
Ms. Best: I applaud bath your passion and your personal effort. Keep
an eye out for me.

Dear LB:
I couldn't agree with your commentary more [September 1998].
I used to be a proud Clinton supporter because I thought his presidency stressed ideals and integrity
in the face of an uncertain world .
He put much effort into furthering
the peace process in many nations,
and despite stalemates, remained
positive. His compassion resonated with the people. He was seen as
a common man, a people's President. Apparently, t hough, this is
not the kind of man we need to run
our nation.
If he is being asked to be treated
like a common man, regarding his

extramarital trollops through the
White House (and whatever other
indiscretions he has on his conscience), then he should also be
treated as a common man who has
broken the law by lying to the
Grand jury. A trial, at least, would
be a start at least even if he
isn't impeached. In my opinion, he
should just resign. To follow
through with what I believe were
good and just intentions, President
Clinton should show some respect
to the laws of the nation he represents. These laws are in place to
protect, not to punish . Even if he is
our President and his public opinion rating is high, no one respects
his position. And that is bad for the
stability of our nation. It is obvious
in our Clark County elections, as
well as in most elections around
the country, no one thinks that the
freedoms they were given inherently are worth preserving for their
children and future generations.
President Clinton does not need
to forgiveness; he needs to be
shown that he broke the law. He
lied. And in our proud nation, that
is not acceptable.
oo•

Carin L. Fox
Las Vegas

oo•
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Nevada's top office
park developers
all haveone
thing in common.
NEXTLINK
American Nevada Corporation. Peccole Nevada.
The Howard Hughes Corporation.
Thomas & Mack Company. All four of Nevada's leading
office park developers chose N EXTLINK w hen the t ime came to
upgrade their te lecommunications capabi lit ies. They all understood the
great importance of providing potential new tenants w ith the latest
and most soph isticated t echnology
N EXTLINK ~as able to wire al l of their properties, with minimal
interruption, to the nearly 500 mile fiber-optic network they already
have in place. Now , these leading developers have w hat N EXTLINK
likes to cal l "the fiber-optic advantage." Their bu ildings' phone lines can
now handle voice, data, video, you name it. A ll simu ltaneously, more
efficiently, more reliably and qu ite literally, traveling at th e speed of light.
When you're serious about tapping into tomorrow 's t elecommunications technology, give N EXTLINK a cal l. They're prepared to give it to
you today.

Cive NEXTLINK a call.
we·re ready to get to your business next.

990-1000
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We've revolutionized wireless. W ith AT&T Digital One

Rate ~
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every call is like a local

call. Never a roaming or long d istance charge . With rates as low as I I¢ a minute, your
wireless phone could be your only phone . For small business inquiries , call I 888 550-4343

AT&T Wireless Services

or contact your local representative .

AS

I 1¢

L 0 W

AS

600 minutes I $89.99 a month
1000 minutes I $119.99 a month

• All-new Digital multi-network phone
from Ericsson

1400 minutes I $149.99 a month

• Digital PCS features including AT&T VoiceMail ,
AT&T Caller ID and Text Messaging

a

• Also available to existing AT&T Wireless customers

minut e

I BOO-IMAGINE®
www.att.com/wireless/
Pho nes by ERICSSON

It ' s all within your reach .

AT&T

;!i

© 1998 AT&T. Cred it approval and $40 activation fee requ ired . AT&T Digital One Rate call ing plans require annual contract, a Digital multi-network phone fro m AT&T and subscription to AT&T Wireless Services long distance. Races
not available outside the US or when calls require a cred it card or operator ass istance. International long distance not included. Calls measured in full minutes and rounded up to the next full minute. Included minutes cannot be
carried over to any other month. Additional minutes 25 cents each. Digital PCS featu res not available in all areas. Full terms and conditions are contained in the AT&T Welcome Gu ide, Rate Sheet or Calling Plan. Offer may not
be combined with any other promotional offers.
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The right time for
an IPO?
EMPLOYEE
RELATIONS

Part-time staff,
full-time benefits
Starbucks Coffee has become
an industry leader in the
gourmet beverage sector. What
fewer may know about the
company is its trend-setting
employee benefits offerings.
While working part-time at
most retail stores translates into
minimum wage and few benefits, Starbucks part-timers can
take advantage of an array of
perks. For working as little as
20 hours a week, they receive a
40l(k) retirement plan, merchandise discounts, paid time
off, disability insurance and a
free pound of coffee a week.

~ECONOMIC

-RENEWAL

False hopes of
tourism-based
rejuvenation?

No,

IT'S NOT A FANCY GOLF CART •••

It's a new environmentallyfriendly electric car being
test-driven in Sun City
Summerlin for a three-week
period. The Bombardier NV
electric neighborhood vehicle
(top speed: 25 miles per ·
hour) belongs to the Low
Speed Vehicle class the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration recently created to promote low-cost and
non-polluting transportation.

The zero-emission vehicle's
maker- Bombardier Inc.,
which also makes Learjets
and SEA-DOD watercraft- says
it's ideal for the short daily
trips residents of masterplanned and suburban communities must make. Already
in use in other markets as a
community-policing vehicle,
the Bombardier NV is now
available in Las Vegas,
through Desert Honda Suzuki.

A recent survey developed by
RHI Management Resources
found the widespread concern
giving so many the jitters about
the stock market has yet to
reach the initial public offering
(IPO) realm. The survey, which
included feedback from 1,400
CFOs, showed that 46 percent
of respondents expect IPO activity to increase in the next three
years, while 34 percent anticipate IPO numbers to remain the
same. Only 5 percent expect a
slow-down. According to RHI
Management Resources Executive Director Cecil Gregg, IPO
activity in corning -)'ears will
generate a "robust demand" for
professionals experienced in
taking a company public.

~
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One more reason
to avoid doing
business in Moscow
If you're planning business
travel abroad anytime soon, the
biggest hits to your wallet will
accompany visits to Hong
Kong, Moscow and Buenos
Aires. That's according to the
Runzheimer Guide to Daily
Tra vel Prices. Three meals plus
single lodging in Hong Kong
costs $452, while the same accommodations in Moscow cost
$430. Buenos Aires ranks as
third most costly for business
travelers, with three meals and
single lodging costing $409 .
London, New York and Paris

According to a recent study
from The Heritage Foundation,
cities pinning hopes for economic renewal on convention
centers and sports stadiums
may be following a futile path.
The report by the conservative
think tank cites evidence from
dozens of cities that touristrelated infrastructure projects
such as convention centers,
stadiums, arenas, concert halls
and museums contribute little
to a community's economic
vibrancy. Experience shows

The U.S. Small Business
Administration (SBA) announced a new certification
process to make it easier for
business owners who aren' t minorities to obtain classification
for their companies as small

snr.h prnj P.r.ts "generate far less

disadvantaged businesses. The

opment, the certification proce-

also claim spots in the top 10.

business activity than advertised," according to the report.
A better investment for economic renewal: investing in
good schools and safe streets.

process will categorize a firm
as "disadvantaged" only if an
SBA review finds it's owned
and controlled by someone who
is socially and economically

dure has been redesigned to
"treat small companies equitably and give them an efficient
first step into the federal
procurement arena."

If you're seeking less expensive
locales for business jaunts, try
such Canadian cities as Hamilton or London, Ontario or
Montreal, Quebec.
•

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

SBA releases new certification guidelines
disadvantaged. on-minorities
can merit such classification
by demonstrating disadvantage. According to Richard
Hayes, SEA's associate deputy
administrator for government
contracting and business devel-

November 1998 •
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Data
Solutions
The way you 're sending data now
could be a drop in the bucket
compared to the solution-driven
capabilities and high-bandwidth
power of Electric Lightwave's data
services. Ripples of da,ta turn into
tsunamis. Our services and expertise make for risk-free network
efficiencies, greater throughput, less
monitoring time , and support-cost
reduction.
The value keeps coming , awash
in creative solutions to your unique
network- private networking and
Internet services included. We're
not the only ones who say so :
Ell rated among the nation's Top 3
telecoms for overall Internet value
by Boardwatch magazine.
Set sail on an ocean of possibilities: Electric Lightwave data services
... move over to the clear, bright
future of business communications
solutions.
Call Electric Lightwave today, or
check us out on the Web.

Competitive telecommunications
at the speed of light.

1-(800)9TRY ELl, ext. 586
www.eli.net

PEOPLE ON THE

BANKING & fiNANCE
executive vice president, Northern Nevada Community
Banking for Norwest Bank Nevada, succeeded David Downs as president of
Norwest. After the Norwest!Wells Fargo
merger, Schulte will become regional
president of the new Wells Fargo banks in
Nevada. Schulte began her banking career
in 1982 as an auditor for Norwest in
Omaha, Neb.
AURA ScHULTE ,

L

U.S. Bank named Denise Lane community lending mortgage banker for the
greater Las Vegas area. Lane's primary responsibility is to originate home mortgage
loans targeted toward first-time homebuyers. She will offer homebuyer counseling
and pre-qualification . Prior to joining U.S.
Bank, Lane worked with Bank of America
in its national dealer lending division.
McGladrey & Pullen, LLP announced
seven promotions within its Las Vegas
certified public accounting firm. Bill
Joseph moved from tax supervisor to tax
manager. Tom Edington and Cindy
Enerson were promoted to tax services
supervisors. Chris Bowersox and Vicki
Yi were both promoted to general services
supervisors, and Wendy Anderson is
now consulting services supervisor. David
Gosnell was also promoted to consulting
services supervisor.

DEVELOPMENT &
REAL ESTATE

C

lay Meininger
joined Del Webb
Corp. as director of golf
for The Revere, Sun
City Anthem's first golf
course. Meininger's new
responsibilities include
CLAY M EININGER
overseeing the golf shop
and food and beverage operations ; he'll
also work with the golf course superintendent on course conditions. Prior to joining
the 5,000-acre Henderson master-pian,

Meininger most recently served as director of golf at Del Webb's Terravita community in Scottsdale, Ariz.

Clark & Sullivan
Constructors of Reno
promoted long-time employee Tim Heydon to
head of proj ect management. Heydon, who has
been with Clark & SulliTIM HEYDON
van since 1981, most recently served as project manager for the
$9. 1 million remodel and wing addition at
Carson-Tahoe Hospital. He is now project
manager on the MSC project in Fernley.
Isabel Anton recently took over as relocation coordinator for Century 21 Consolidated's newly expanded relocation
department. Anton possesses 10 years of
real estate industry experience. Her new
duties include assigning referrals to the
Las Vegas agency 's sales associates,
maintaining contact with clients and
agents and making sure clients' relocations to Las Vegas proceed smoothly.
CB Richard Ellis hired marketing specialist Diana Shanley for the retail sales
team. Shanley 's responsibilities include
coordinating the retail sales effort from
the office, showing properties to clients
and handling the team's brochures, mailers and other marketing materials.
Cindy Bartin join ed
Certified Commercial
Real Estate as a specialist in retail leasing and
land acquisitions. Bartin
was previously with
Terra West Realty. She is
CINDY BARTIN
an active member of
NAIOP and CIREI, and possesses a background in marketing and advertising.
Champion Homes recently promoted
Melisha McCoy from customer service
manager to assistant project manager of
its Parks ide neighborhood. McCoy, a
Champion Homes employee for the past
three years, has 12 years ' total experience

in the construction industry. Champion
also announced the hiring of Keith
Livingston as director of purchasing .
Livingston has 13 years of industry experience, and·will oversee construction, customer service and purchasing.

Pardee Homes promoted Don Feathers to area
manager of construction
for Southern Nevada.
Feathers, who was formerly superintendent for
Pardee Homes of NevaDoN FEATH ERs
da, started as customer
serviceman for the homebuilder in 1990.
He possesses 29 years of residential construction experience, and __owned Don
Feathers Construction and Remodeling
for 15 years.
Reno 's Red Hawk Golf
Club named Timothy
Schobert golf course
superintendent for the
Robert Trent Jones, Jr.
Springs golf course
and the Hale IrwinTIMOTH Y SCHOBERT
designed Hills course.
For the past seven years, Schobert served
as the Class A superintendent for Snowcreek Resort and Golf Course in Mammoth Lakes, Calif. , where he was responsible for construction and growth.

EDUCATION
mckee Meadows Community College (TMCC)
named Deb O'Gorman
to the new position
of outreach development
director for its Outreach
College. Also, Paula Lee
DEB O'GoRMAN
Hobson is now director
of TMCC's publications and public information office. O' Gorman brings to her
post more than eight years of experience
with Job Opportunities in Nevada, serving
in both the Reno and Fallon offices. Prior
to joining TMCC, Hobson spent more than
six years at Hydro-Search, Inc. in Reno as
vice president of marketing and sales.

T
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unrise Suite Hotel & Casino named
Scott Barber director of marketing
and John lveson director of slot operations. Barber brings more than seven
years' experience in casino marketi ng and
player development with such companies
as Primadonna Casino Resorts and the
Sands Hotel & Casino. Iveson's career in
the gaming industry covers two decades
and includes experience ranging from
testing prototype slot machines to overseeing slot operations at Caesars Palace.
Sunrise Suite is currently under construction on Las Vegas' Boulder Strip.

S

The Venetian ResortHotel-Casino appointed
Richard L. Scheer vice
president of slot operations and Ken Davenport vice president of
table games. The properRICHARD l. SCHEER
ty also named Doreen
Gross sales manager.
Scheer has more than 13
years of slot operations
experience in hotels and
casinos. Davenport, who
has 18 years of gaming
and hospitality expertise,
joins The Venetian after
KEN DAVENPORT
opening both the Casino
Windsor and the Northern Belle Casino in Ontario, Canada, where he
left as director of casino
operations. Gross 's 14
years of hospitality sales
include a post as national
DoREEN GRoss
sales manager for the
Sands Expo and Convention Center.

Santa Fe Gaming Corp. announced
several new appointments within its
management team at the Santa Fe Hotel
& Casino. Fred Anthony was named
vice president of hotel operations, Sue
Winchester was appointed human resources director and Michael Sharon
assumed the post of casino comptroller.
Prior to joining the Santa Fe, Anthony
12 Nevada Business j ournal •
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was vice president and general manager of
the Silverton Hotel & Casino. Winchester
has been with Santa Fe Gaming Corp.
since 1993 and most recently served as
human resources director at the company's Pioneer Hotel & Gambling Hall in
Laughlin. Before joining the Santa Fe,
Sharon worked at the Desert Inn.

ing the AAWC, Ulrich held the post of
chief deputy city attorney for the city of
Sparks. He has also served as assistant attorney general for the University and
Community College System of Nevada
and deputy attorney general for the state
of Nevada. He holds a juris doctorate from
the University of Wisconsin.

John M. Dauernheim is now GES Exposition Services' executive vice president
of logistics. Dauernheim has more than 20
years' experience in the freight and transportation industries. He was most recently
senior vice president ofYellow Consolidation Services.

MEDIA&
COMMUNICATIONS

Palace Station Hotel &
Casino recently named
Brenda Boudreaux director of slot operations.
Boudreaux, who brings
15 years' gaming experience to her position, is
BRENDA BOUDREAUX responsible for management of the slot department, as well as
new gaming product evaluations.

LISA RAMSEY

Genoa-based David
Walley's Resort, Hot
Springs and Spa named
Lisa Ramsey membership director. Ramsey
has four years' customer
service experience, as
well as two years in
member services.

LAw

SR Advertising named
Jill Reinhardt public
relations coordinator.
Reinhardt will assist the
public relations director
in the ~as Vegas ad
agency's public relations
)ILL REINHARDT
efforts. Reinhardt gradu-'
ated from the University of Nevada, Las
Vegas in May, 1998 with a bachelor of arts
degree in communications.

K

Las Vegas-based advertising agency DSLV/
Lawlor announced the
formation of the DSLV/
Lawlor Gaming Group,
dedicated to expanding
services for the agency 's
THOMA S NI EMAN
gaming clients. The firm
has appointed Thomas Nieman vice president and head of its gaming group. Prior
to joining DSLV/Lawlor, Nieman was CEO
of Advanced Gaming Technology, and has
served as marketing consultant to several
prominent gaming businesses.

elly V. Burton joined the law fiiTn of
Robert L. Bolick, Ltd., to practice in
the areas of estate planning, corporate,
contract and sports law. Burton, who
earned her juris doctorate from the University of Denver, most recently served as
athletic development officer for the University of Nevada, Las Vegas Foundation.

Tom Clark joined R&R Advertising in
Reno as government services associate.
Prior to joining R&R, Clark was employed
by Cathexes architectural fmn , where he
managed marketing and administrative
services. He also worked for Governor
Bob Miller and the Legislative Counsel
Bureau, and actively participated in many
local and statewide campaigns.

The Airport Authority of Washoe
County (AAWC) unanimousl y approved
the hiring of Robert Ulrich as in-house
legal counsel for the AAWC . Prior to join-

Media Broadcast Network, a Las Vegasbased television broadcast and production
company, hired Chris Weir to manage
Post Digital. Weir now oversees Post

K

Digital's marketing, recrmtrng, production and creative services . He was previously president of Weir Marketing, where
he spent 17 years as a partner and executive with Las Vegas advertising agencies.
Quillin & Co. Adver tising and Public Rela tions
recently hired Tracy
Klusman as the agency's
traffic/production manager and J ennifer Rice
as a graphic designer.
TRACY KLUSMAN
Klusman worked previously for Sidra Kain
Advertising, where she
served as an account coordinator, traffic manager and media buyer. Rice
was most recently graphic designer for Mirage
JENNIFER RicE
Resons, where she designed promotional pieces for local and
international marketing.

MEDICINE
hamoon Ahmad, M.D.
joined Southwest Cancer Clinic in Las Vegas
as the transplant physician at the clinic's Eastern Avenue location .
Ahmad completed a felSHAMOON AHMAD
lowship earlier this year
in bone marrow transplantation at the
Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New
York, and he also completed fellowships
in neoplastic diseases and hematology.
Ahmad is a recipient of the Physician
Recognition Award from the American
Medical Association.
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It's about understanding you r business

J am es Pagels, CEO and managing director of Northern Nevada M edical Center
(NNMC), will chair the 1998-99 Nevada
Association of Hospitals and Health
Systems board of directors. In addition
to his position as CEO, Pagels also served
as NMC's financial officer. He previously worked for University Medical
Center in Las Vegas and Washoe Health
System in Reno.
•

needs. Our teams of consultants are trained
to find a solution that is right for you. Vitrex
offers Consulting, Networking, Software De-

Michael L. Diersen, B.S. , M.B.A.
Professional Money Management
for Discerning InvestorS"'

• Managed No-Load Funds
• Privately Managed Stock
& Bond Accounts
•IRA Rollovers
• Business Retirement Plans

velopment and Computer Training.

WEOB US H

Our strict standards of excellence assure
you quality service and true

solutions - guaranteed .

Investment Advisory~ Inc.
www.managingmoney.com
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www.wedbush.com

3980 Howard Hughes Pkwy., Suite 300
Las Vegas, NV 89109-0992

702-732-4571
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ItS your father ...

1:02 a.m.:
Your mother calls:
"Your father's had a heart attack."
1:12 a.m.:
You race across town
to the hospital.

5:32a.m.:
You think about
losing him and hope
your family never has
ro go through the
same thing with you.

2:12a.m.:
You've never seen him like this. You
knew he had a heart condition, bur .. .
2:42a.m.:
Your father goes
in for surgery.

4:22a.m.:
You wair.

While you're watching his heartbeat, who's watching yours?
Heart Imaging is. We know that the single greatest risk factor for heart disease is family history.
One simple, ten-minute scan at Heart Imaging is 95% accurate in detecting calcium buildup
that blocks the coronary arteries of your heart, even before you have any symptoms. Best of all
there are no treadmills. No needles. o surgery. Call today for more information: 256-8282.

J IMAGING
Protect your bottom line.

by Allen Grant
inding a proper healthcare coverage plan for it ~ employees
entails one of the biggest hurdies a business must clear.
Often, 50 different employees within a
company may possess 50 different ideas
of healthcare needs. The number of a
firm's workers, their age and sex and even
health histories all factor into the search
for, and development of, an effective insurance plan. Such issues as co-payments,
HMOs, PPOs, vision and dental care and
deductibles can further cloud the overall
goal of finding a package that not only
fulfills a company's healthcare needs, but
also its financial concerns.

First steps of the search
cording to several Nevada healthcare insurance specialists, a simple
approach exists for guiding businesses toward "ideal" coverage. Dale
Fratianne, sales manager at North Star
Marketing in Las Vegas (a subsidiary of
John Alden Health Insurance Companies),
asserts companies "need to look at what
they currently have, and address their
areas of concern."
Once those concerns are assessed, employers must choose from a complicated
web of insurance possibilities for employees. North Star Marketing, which handles
insurance needs for companies with anywhere from two to 99 employees, offers
an "Employee Choice" plan to simplify
the process. This type of plan allows companies "multiple coverage choices within
one plan," according to Fratianne.

Fo.r. example, a large business can offer
its staff one primary plan, but have multipie levels within it to give employees a
sense of-flexibility. "With a company ofc '""7
90 employees, there could be numerous
versions of what a package includes," Fratianne said. "One unified plan can service
a larger group. We generally break it down
into three different plans within one overall package to encourage choices for both
the employees and employers."
Chad Layne, vice president of employee benefits at Layne & Associates in
Las Vegas, noted that "shopping around"
is another popular procedure for assisting businesses in finding the right insurance coverage. "We shop 50 to 60 markets to determine the ideal coverage for
each employer," said Layne, whose company is the largest independent insurance
agency in Nevada. "The goal is to pair the
company and employees with the fit
they're seeking."
Several industry specialists also focus
on carefully surveying each business and
its employees to obtain a better perspective of what they require in a package. According to Paige Murray, vice president at
Aspen Insurance in Reno, gaining a consensus of the company 's insurance needs
constitutes a fust step in the process of
helping a business find effective coverage.
"We develop a general idea of the types
of people, ages, sexes, numbers of dependents and the health histories of the company 's employees," Murray said. "It's all
relevant to the plan and fees they will be
paying. Then, it's a matter of shopping
around to find them about 10 quotes. That

gives them a chance to choose among the }
best four or five."
Bob Orgi:1l, secretarY-treasurer
Orgill!Singer Insuradee and"'1Ii.vestfuents
in Las Vegas, agrees. :.The first thing is to
pinpoint an overall picture of the company and its employees to determine what
type of coverage fits their needs," he explained. "We like to go to the marketplace
and obtain eight or nine price quotes.
Then, we choose the top three and present
them to the employer."

Finding the perfect fit
any industry specialists assert
their goal is to find the perfect fit
between the business and its coverage requirements. Companies lacking
benefits or insurance industry knowledge
are sometimes overwhelmed with the idea
of group healthcare insurance, as well as
the many choices they face. Insurance
companies take several approaches with
such firms.
"If it's a business without benefits, we
like to design a plan to fit its needs," said
Fratianne. "[Companies] don ' t have to
start out with a Cadillac plan from day
one. Ideally, they should begin with a
basic plan of coverage and work from that
point. At the very least, they need to find
something to cover their employees."
According to Layne, a company without
any plan should initially obtain an HMO
program for their employees' insurance.
"That allows them coverage with no preexisting condition limitations from day
one," he stated. "A point-of-service plan is

M
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At Aetna U.S. Healthcare;" we' re
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Quality Algorithms~ we are measuring and

can be better care . And unlike s<;>me
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develop early detection, disease prevention
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reduce complications and save lives.
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Centers

•
are now the first
independent family practice
urgent care centers
in Las Vegas to be awarded

Committed
To Quality
Healthcare

National Joint
Commission Accreditation
"THE

FIRST THING IS TO PINPOINT AN OVERALL PICTURE
OF THE COMPAl\TY AND ITS
EMPLOYEES TO DETERMINE
WHAT TYPE OF COVERAGE
FITS THEIR NEEDS."
-Bob Orgill, Secretary-T reasurer
Orgill/Singer Insurance and Investments

also ideal for starr-up coverage plans. Such
packages allow employees flexibility to
choose from more healthcare options ."

Explaining the process
n today's health insurance industry,
company owners seeking plans
should expect the sales pitch to be
comprehensive and educational . Many insurance brokers opt for the straightforward explanation of group healthcare coverage. Gregg Dennis, president at
Investment Insurance Services in Las
Vegas, declared his company utilizes a
different approach in helping businesses

I

WEST
1341 S. Rainbow Blvd.
255-4200

EAST
731 N. Nellis Blvd.
438-4003

NORTH
4920 Lone Mtn. Rd.
655-0550

GALLERIA
RAMPART
SPRING MTN.
8522 Del Webb Dr. 4215 W.Spring Mtn. Rd. 1397 Galleria Dr.
254-9192
362-7877
436-5800

GOLDEN TRIANGLE .
1397 W. Craig Road
657-9555

Two Decades of Leadership,
Quality and Excellence.
JHC Health Center is a leader as a provider of outpatient
rehabilitation specialty health care programs and services.
We are constantly recreating our services to meet the
challenges of individuals in our community.

•Health and Wellness
•Neurological Rehabilitation
•Occupational Safety and Health
•Orthopedic and Occupational Rehabilitation

-·Our focus re••olve around eparating
the myth of the ·otd- insurance agent and
what actually goe on today:· he de cribed.
·'[Insurance agent of the past] would convince companies that they mu t have the
coverage, rather than explaining the coverage and helping companies to understand
it and its importance. We like to give
clients a better grasp of what the dollars
mean and how the coverage works ."
A 23-year industry veteran, Dennis said
his company 's pitch is simple: "We don' t

•Pain Management
•Rehabilitation Services

J H C

H EA L T H

C E N T E R

Call today to receive more information:

1-888-527-3422
1001 Shadow Lane * Las Vegas, NV 89106
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THE- SIGN"S A _RE EVER_YWHER_E.
A few of Nevada's employers are speculating that, with the changes in workers' compensation insurance, it would be a good
time to change providers. But the facts are clear: only one provider actually has a proven record in Nevada of efficient claims
management and loss prevention programs that help to reduce premiums. We are that provider. Read the signs.
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E M PLOYERS
0

F

INSURA N CE

COMPA NY

N E V A D A

Experience that comes with the territory.
l -888-977-3 792, ext. 3426 or W\\w.employersinsco.com

''WE LIKE TO GIVE CLIENTS A
BETTER GRASP OF WHAT THE
DOLLARS MEAN AND HOW
THE COVERAGE WORKS."
- Gregg Dennis, President
Investment Insurance Services
need

customers.

We're

looking for

clients." Dennis said Investment Insurance

Service ·· creens·· its potential clients by
analyzing the company from top to bottom. They consider several issues, including how the company does business, and
whether it is "willing to take a three- to
five-year look into the future of its insurance program."

Health coverage as a
competitive tool

Q

uality health insurance serves purposes beyond covering workers'
healthcare needs. In today's business world, employers are competing for
the best-trained and -motivated employees. Offeling a solid healthcare package
often becomes a lasting incentive to those
searching for long-term employment.
Using insurance packages as a hiring
and retention incentive requires careful attention to several key issues. Orgill advises employers looking for group insurance
to focus on the quality of the package.
"Added perks such as a 401 (k) plan used
to be unheard of for non-union construction companies in that industry, for example," he said. "Today, employers are competing for workers, and they're looking for

ow you know why a room at Residence Inn by Marriott
is 50% bigger than an ordinary hotel room. 'Ib fit everything
we have to offer you, it has to be.
For instance, the necessities like a full kitchen, separate
bedroom, living room and dining area. All the comforts of
home for the cost of a typical hotel room.

•

The next best

thing to home.

Residence Inn By Maniott
Located at 370 Hughes Center Drive, Las Vegas, NV 89109 • www.maniott.com
For reservations call 702-650-0040 or 800-244-3364. For group and corporate accounts call 702-650-6616.
*Certain restrictions may apply. Nat applicablE wiih any ather offer or to groups.
Based on availability. Ask for Ratecode: ILRJ or lLRK Management reserves all righis.
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UNLV
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA LAS VEGAS

THE CENTER FOR BUSINESS
AND ECONOMIC RESEARCH
Director, R. Keith Schwer, Ph.D

THE SOUTHERN NEVADA
BUSINESS DIRECTORY, 1997

THE LAs VEGAS METROPOLITAN HousING MARKET CONDITIONS REPORT

Provides information on firms located in
Southern evada. Businesses are listed by
Standard Industrial Classification.

Contains current information on residential finance,
an assessment of the apartment market,
as well as indicators of future growth.

Price: $35

Annual Subscription: $20

plus $5 for shipping and handling
4505

plus $3 for shipping and handling
(HOUSING ~L-\RKET DATA AVAILABLE FROM

1985 TO PRESEKT)

THE CENTER FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS
MARYLAND PKWY, Box 456002 • LAs VEGAS, NV 89154-6002 • (702) 895-3191 • FAX (702) 895-3606
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Question:
Did you ever notice that
when your health care
claims are paid timely
and correctly,
your employees are
much happier?

We
-- -•

did ...

-..

.... _-_.

_.

r~'j ·l,

MANAGEDCARE CO ISULTANTS,I C.
Quality Claims Administration
Contact john Grady, Vice President of Sales

(702) 792-2994
4160 South Pecos Road • Las Vegas, NV 89121
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options to attract and keep employees."
Dennis urges businesses to convince
employers of the importance of a quality
insurance package to offer their employees and families. " In essence, businesses
must constantly contend to retain qualified employees," he said. "It's essential to
create an attractive package to effectively
compete for qualified labor. It's a balance
between combining the employees ' concerns while meeting the company's fiscal
responsibilities. Businesses can' t switch
insurance packages and companies every
year. It's important to create stability
and consistency i.n the employee-healthcare provider relationship."

Upgrading existing coverage
though adhering consistentl y to a
plan is critical , employers should r~
member that healthcare coverage
becomes outdated after a few years. With
the addition of employees in a growing
business, employers should seek upgraded
benefits with added coverage, more options and fewer out-of-pocket expenses.
evada insurance industry leaders
agree helping businesses improve their existing packages can boost both the employer and employees into a better healthcare situation.
"Shifting services and upgrading will
sometimes liberate funds that can be used
to expand benefits," said Dennis. "For example, if we adjust the numbers and copayment and increase the deductible by a
few dollars, it might just be enough for a
company to offer vision benefits that were
not previously available."
According to Orgill, upgrading coverage can lift employee morale, as well as
add important options. "Increasing benefits to better the coverage can open doors
to more options," he said. "Sometimes
you can lower out-of-pocket expenses and
even add a 40 I (k) plan."
Though many business owners dread
attempting to maneuver through the complicated task of insuring employees, such
coverage plays a vital role in keeping
workers healthy and happy. For those concerned about the process, take heart: such
insurance coverage pays dividends in
many ways.

•

Health Plan of Nevada offers a
wide range of affordable health
'·

care plans including group,
individual and senior coverage.
No matter what your company's
health care needs, we've got a
plan that's right for you.
Call us today and make Health
Plan of Nevada your choice.

{702) 871-0999 or
{800) 777-1840

..

HEALTH PLAN OF NEVADA, INC.sM
A member of Sierra Health Services, Inc.
Fum No21.HV.HPN.98.633
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believe that play is just as important as work. That

your kids really can grow up to be anything they choose, and
that business should not come between you and the health
care you deserve.

y0 ur d0 ct 0 r

believes in the

power of medicine, that regular checkups save lives, and that
business should not come between you and the health care
you deserve.

and pacific are believes it's time health

care got healthy again. So we give doctors the support they
need to do what they do best: practice quality medicine. For
more information, please call us at 1-800-826-4347 (Southern
Nevada) or 1-800-357-4347(Northern Nevada).
© 1997 PacifiCare Health Systems, Inc.

www.pacificare.corn

Pacifi.Care

hile many understand Nevada's
position as a world-famous
tourism destination, the state's
importance as a manufacturing hub is less
renowned. Manufacturing is, however, becoming an increasingly vital aspect of the
economy. Some of the world's largest
businesses have situated operations in the
state, capitalizing on its ideal location
near lucrative West Coast markets . Combined with Nevada's homegrown manufacturers, such international companies
are paving the way for the state's growing
importance as a regional, and increasingly
global, manufacturing center.
More than 162,000 tons of essential
manufactured goods such as clothing,

W

electronics, farm supplies and household

necessities pass over Nevada's highways

everyday. Manufacturing has accounted
for 20 to 30 percent of the gross national
product for the last 50 years. At present, it
employs nearly 17 percent of the country.
"Part of the reason manufacturing is
under-appreciated is due to its superb distribution facilities," explains Ray Bacon,
executive director of the Nevada Manufacturing Association.
Founded in 1975 in Carson City, the association represents 230 manufacturing
firms. "While mining and agriculture
process the raw materials, 90 percent of
those goods are not useful until they're
manufactured. Take a look around and tell
me what item isn 't a manufactured item,"
Above: Paul Fisher, of Fisher Space Pens,
demonstrates some of the equipment in
use in his vast manufacturing plant.
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declares Bacon. Indeed, it is difficult to
do. Manufacturing is the fifth largest employer in Nevada, creating nearly 46,000
jobs. It accounts for 20 percent of Lyon
County's total work force. Furthermore, it
is responsible for employing l 0 percent of
Carson City, 7 percent of Reno and 3.5
percent of Clark County. It is the third
highest-paying industry in the state.
However, as Bacon explains, finding a
well-trained workforce has been difficult.
"Our society doesn' t value education Nevada has the second lowest high school
to college attendance ratio in the nation."
The demands for computer savvy employees, proficient in current technology, have
been high . But also, some candidates lack
even fundamental skills such as reading,
writing and arithmetic. "The vast majority
of technology research and development
is conducted by manufacturing companies
at their own expense to improve production," states Baco n. Ostensibly, more
manufacturers are turning toward techno!-

R.R. Donnelley and Sons ' Division Vice
President Paul Erickson.
ogy advancements as a means of bolstering product output, quality control and net
profit margin. "Today's manufactured
goods are lasting longer and running better due to technology."
One example is Paul Fisher's new pressurized Millennium and Mars pens, which

can write a continuous line more than 40
miles long. That's nearly 50 times longer
than the average pen, and enough to last
an ordinary person 100 years. Although
the Fisher Space Pen Company in Boulder
City was founded in 1978, the initial
breakthrough of inventor and president
Paul Fisher came in 1948 with the creation of the bullet design pen. An immediate success, it continues to be the best selling pen to date. In fact, the bullet design
pen has been featured at the New York
Museum of Modern Art as an example of
industrial art.
In 1967, under U.S. Patent 3,435,779,
the state-of-the-art Fisher Space Pen was
developed. Completely sealed with a pressurized ink cartridge, the Fisher Space
Pen can write consistently in any position
- over grease, upside down; under water,
in zero gravity and in extreme temperatures ranging from the intense heat of
300° Fahrenheit to the freezing cold of
minus 30° Fahrenheit. This is the most
recognized pen worldwide and is still used
on all manned flight expeditions - American and Russian - as well as by the Everest Ski Expedition, Cousteau Society, the
FBI and police in London and Berlin,
among others. In 1997, the Fisher Space
Pen Company, which employs 75 , posted
over $8 million in revenue, exporting 30
percent of its product to more than 40
countries. As a result, the firm was named
the Southern Nevada Exporter of the Year
in 1995 at the Governor's Industry Appreciation Awards. Most recently, Fisher was
named Nevada Inventor of the Year for
1998. And in a QVC broadcast first, Fisher Space Pens were marketed on television by Russian cosmonauts on the Mir
Space Station. This was the first time any
product had been sold from outer space.

hile its sales have yet to include
outer space, R.R . Donnelley
and Sons recorded $4.9 billion
in corporate revenues last year. Founded in
Chicago in 1864, the company employs
26,000 people worldwide.
"We have been printing since Abraham
Lincoln was president," states Bill Lowe,
vice president of corporate communications . Specializing in newspaper inserts

W
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R.R. Donnelley and Sons ' Reno printing plant runs 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
and weekly magazines, R.R. Donnelley
and Sons produces around 1.5 billion impressions per year. "We use approximately 250 million pounds of paper and 15
million pounds of ink per year," states Division Vice President Paul Erickson. "We
run 24 hours a day, seven days a week."
Employing a multiple shift schedule,
the company hires entry level personnel
and promotes from within. This approach
not only provides advancement opportunities, but incentives for employee longevity. "We try to create an ideal work environment, someplace where people want to
come and stay," says Erickson .
The Reno plant, which employs 520
workers, covers the western states . "Mainly, we were looking for a central location
to manufacture and distribute throughout
the West Coast - and Reno is well-suited
to meet those needs." Long known as a
distribution corridor, Reno is strategically
located along Interstate 80. "Sixty percent
of the population west of the Mississippi
can be reached within a day from Reno,"
states Lowe.
R.R. Donnelley handles a number of
major accounts, including the National
Enquirer, The Srar, The Los Angeles
Times, USA Weekend, plus Kmart,
Mervyn 's and Target. The company 's
Reno branch has experienced steady
growth. In fact, the printer has completed
three building expansions and doubled the
number of presses since opening in 1987.
Initially, the Reno facility covered
390,000 square feet. Today, it sprawls
over 600,000 square feet. In 1997, the
company underwent a $65 million expansion. "We're on the cutting edge of the

technology, utilizing state-of-the-art
equipment," states Erickson. The Reno
plant will spend $500,000 for technical
training alone this year. "Upgrading technology is necessary to deliver the cycles
and quick turn-around times our customers demand," states Erickson, who
ranks the firm 's Reno facility well above
average in productivity.

he Pacific West Industrial Park in
Fernley is quickly becoming a
manufacturing hub in Nevada.
Louisiana Pacific is just one company situating operations there. Comprising a
fairly small group of the corporation at
large, the Louisiana Pacific plant in Fernley has improved every year since opening
in 1992. A manufacturer of engineered
wood products such as LVL (laminated veneer lumber) and LVI-joists, used in floor
systems, Louisiana Pacific's Fernley facility services the entire West Coast. Employing 200 people, the company operates
24 hours a day, in 12-hour shifts, four
days a week to produce the engineered
wood products that are an integral component of residential and commercial building . According to Plant Manager Scott
Ramer, much of its success has to do with
fine-tuning daily operations. "This is a
burgeoning market with increasing demand," states Ramer. With a projected net
profit of $2 million this year, the Fernley
plant will produce 1 million cubic feet of
LVL and 17 million linear feet of LVIjoists. Louisiana Pacific manufactures and
distributes 95 percent of its merchandise
out of Nevada to West Coast wholesalers.

T

Low land prices and proximity to the 1-80
artery contributed to the firm's decision to
locate in Fernley.

s evada's construction industry
continues its growth, PABCO Gyp- '
sum, another leading building
supplier, is also prospering. PABCO Gypsum is a division of Sacramento-based Pacific Coast Building Products, which employs 2,500 people. Last year, the
company recorded $500 million in sales.
In 1977, it expanded to Nevada with the
acquisition of new gypsum plant north of
Las Vegas, which manufactures gypsum
board - a versatile panel product widely
used in all types of residential and commercial construction. Situated on a 4,500acre gypsum deposit, enough to last 500
years , the complete manufacturing
process consists of a mining operation,
beneficiating plant, mill and board plant.

A

The Southem Nevada building boom
is fueling rapid growth at the PABCO
Gypsum plan.r north of Las Vegas.
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Business Loans
That Cost Less.
Interest rates and down payments that are generally lower than
conventional loans. That's the best reason to consider an SBA loa n
for your business.
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Because we focus only on government gua ranteed loan programs,
we make them work for you . For commercial real estate, construction,
equipment purchase, busi ness acquisiti on, or
almost any business need. Call us today
for more information.
In Las Vegas:
Ken Mundt at 733-2199
In Reno:
BANK.
824-3914 or 1-888-751 -8325

SierraWest
SBA Lending Division
The Government Loan Experts

®

Member FDIC u;ru

!01998 S1erraWest Bancorp

you need care,
we are there.
American Medical Response.Your emergency
room on wheels.
Since 1954, we've been providing Southern Nevada with
the emergency medical care they require. But that's not all.
American Medical Response also offers:
• Educational programs for the youth of Las Vegas
• CPR, EMT & First Responder courses at our fully
accredited training center

The mining operation produces approximately 550,000 tons of gypsum per year,
of which 70 percent is recovered through
the washing and beneficiating process.
The material is brought into the mill where
it is further processed and calcined into
stucco, which is then conveyed into the
board plant where the finished product is
manufactured. Approximately 425 million
square feet of gypsum board is produced
each year. PABCO manufactures fire-rated
gypsum board for distribution throughout
the United States and parts of Asia.
The plant currently employs 80 people,
with plans for expansion that will create
another 30 full-time positions . The company now ships 320 truckloads of material each week. The expansion will double
its output. "The economy is active and, as
a result, building is up," states Plant Srrvice Superintendent Jim O 'Mara. In order
to meet an increasing demand, the plant's
production capacity will be augmented to
include a second line. The plant expansion
will consist of the installation of additional milling and calcining equipment, gypsum board line, gypsum board dryer and
product handling machinery. On May 27,
1998, PABCO Gypsum was named the
Southern Nevada Distinguished Business
of the Year at the 14th Annual Governor's
Industry Luncheon.
This snapshot examines just a small
cross-section of the wide range of industries represented in Nevada's manufacturing sector. Increasingly, manufacturing
firms are attracted to the state's favorable
tax structure, low operating costs and
proximity to lucrative West Coast markets . As Nevada continues to flourish, encouraging business and development,
manufacturing maintains a steady growth.
It is a vital component to our state welfare,
employing thousands and enabling us to
broaden and diversify our econom_

• And non-emergency transport service.

1130 S. MARliN L KING BIVO., LAS V!GAS, NV. 89102
TH P02)386-998S . FAX P02)386-2683

-
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Las ~egas needs medical care ;WR n1// be there. - -

sumptive items. Moreover, it 1
credibility and maturity needed fi
da to emerge as one of the premier
in the country, confident and po·
jecting strength and direction for
munities, and instllfing faith
our citizens.
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it hard to
Publish your story in the

Nevada Business journal!
SPECIAL OFFER!
Nevada Business journal offers
one-page (printed one or two sides your choice) advertorials, which read
like news articles, and are the perfect
way to tell your story.
Choose NBJ as part of your advertising
program and receive a full-page, four-color Advertorial, which features:

All the copywriting needed to tell your story.
Design and layout services you'll need to ensure your
message is effective and eye-catching.
An on-site professional photo session to give your ad strong
visual impact and your company the most effective visual image.
One complete set of color separations, custom-scanned to fit the
specifications of your ad.

PLUS:

1,000 reprints of your advertorial to use as an extended
marketing tool; the perfect piece to leave with potential clients.

THIS CORPORATE PACKAGE IS OFFERED AT
One page, one side
$3,995
One page, two sides
$4,995
If you would like two advertorials a year- we can offer them at $3,400 each for
one-sided and $4,400 each for two-sided -A HUGE SAVINGS.'
Please call (702) 735-7003 in Southern Nevada or (702) 329-4200 in Northern
Nevada and speak to a sales representative to guarantee your message is being heard
by decision-makers throughout the state!

EXE CUTIVE PRO FILE
by Cindie Geddes

CHUCK ALVEY
EDAWN President Shares the Wealth

T

hough only in the position for a
month, Chuck Alvey says he's been
practicing for his job as president of
the Economic Development Authority of
Western Nevada (EDAWN) since he first
came to this state. Eight years ago, he
moved to Reno to take a job as general
manager of NewsChannel 8, KOLO-TV,
and his friends back in Phoenix felt sorry
for him despite the prestige of his new position. "Don't worry," they told him.
"We' ll do all we can to get you out of there
as soon as possible."
Alvey laughed. "You obviously haven ' t
ever been here," he'd say. He convinced
several of his old colleagues to visit, with
his descriptions of a beautiful community
'n, •a~t "Tirumtninr~ ~ <t. '1lac.t>_ <;.tiJL "JllalJ.
enough to easily get around, but with
amenities unheard of in towns of similar
size. He sang the praises of the warmth of
the people and all the things to do and see.
One of his friends 111oved here, and they all
stopped feeling sorry for him. ow he gets
paid to share his enthusiasm for Nevada
with the business community.
EDAWN is a private/public partnership
committed to recruiting and expanding
quality companies that create a positive
impact on the economy and quality of life
in the Reno/Sparks/Lake Tahoe region. A
membership of almost 300 businesses and
individuals provides 60 percent of the operational funding. The remaining 40 percent comes from the state of Nevada,
Washoe County and the cities of Sparks
and Reno. Teamwork is a must with so
many entities involved. and Alvey is a natural team builder. At four weeks into the
job, anudst phone calls, juggling multiple
leads, and a myriad of meetings, he has
met his first goal~ to take each staff member to lunch and discuss the future.
"This job is about connecting people,"
28 1ierada Business journal •
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Alvey says. "They call up and say 'I want
to move a company here', or 'I want some
information ', and we put people together
with other people, and make things work."
But don' t get the idea that EDAWN sits
around waiting for calls. Alvey is not the
type to stay still. "We need to get to the
point where we also target certain companies or industries," he says. "We need to
actively recruit them, and declare we want
'company x' tobe part of this community,
and we're all going to do whatever we can
to make that happen."
A big man, well over six feet, with a soft,
deep voice, it is impossible not to get excited about the future Alvey sees. It's a future
including not only opportunities for companies but hOt:)e for unemQloyed workers
throughout the country as well. "One of the
things we're asked about all the time," he
says, "is the labor force. We should be advertising in places with higher unemployment rates to show what a great place in
which this is to live. The university is a
great draw, the environment, the tax base,
the lack of tax on warehousing, the location
~ we're close to rail, highway and airports.
There are tons of things that make us attractive." Whlch is why he plans to stay in this
state for the rest of his life ~ be it as a manager or, even better, as a famous novelist.
In the little spare time Al vey can find
after seeing to his number one priority (his
family), the demands of his new job, his
church involvement, his membership on
boards for various non-profit groups and
the occasional Wolf Pack game, he writes.
Alvey writes a lot ~ not just memos or financial statements, though he does plenty
of that too, but fiction . Alvey has completed two suspense novels that take place
against the high-energy background of a
television news station. The first is making
the rounds to various literary agents, but

" . . . [Reno] is a great place in
which to live. The university is
a great draw, the environment,
the tax base, the location . ..
There are tons of things that
make us attractive."
- Chuck Alvey
the second has already garnered publisher
interest. Two local publishing houses have
requested copies of the manuscript.
Of course, Alvey makes writing a
effort as well. He has studied under
Nevada literary lununaries as Mike
and Robert Laxalt and is on the
the Unnamed Writers ' Group. as
groups, which discuss wo,rK1>-ul-Pr":!lil
Alvey's novels are set in
his love of the area comes through

Silver State is as genuine and
as his love of family. The phot
teacher), his oldest daughter
Nevada, Reno), his younger
Amanda, and his son, Ryan (both
at Galena High School), hold the
which there are many, are casual!_
about on a low windowsill and And, as usual, Alvey wants to
which impresses him most.
lier, from Belgium, is the fifth
change student to share the Alve~:
Chuck Alvey never could keep _
thing to himself.

THE MARMAXX GROUP
Making important contributions to the North Las Vegas economy
by Tony Illia

A

s gaming proliferates around the country and many begin to question Las
Vegas ' continued ascendancy as the world's
top gaming destination, the priorities of
local business and government leaders have
turned toward economic diversification.
Southern Nevada has managed to capitalize
on its location central to other southwestern
markets, transforming itself into a distribution hub for the region. One of the leaders
in this wave of distribution immigration has
been The Marmaxx Group.
Formerly T.J. Maxx, the Marmaxx Group
located its 1 million-square-foot distribution center in North Las Vegas nearly eight
years ago. The company changed its name
two and a half years ago to reflect the joint
venture of T.J. Maxx and Marshall's. "The
combination of the two entities gives us
enormous buying power," explains facility
manager Dave Tyrell. "The number-one
and number-two off-price retailers used to
compete against one another, but our joint
merger has since launched Marmax'x to the
forefront of the industry." At present, Marmaxx is the number-one off-price retailer in
the United Sates. Off-price retail is the term
applied to name-brand items discounted 20
to 60 percent off department stores' products. The expensive cost of looking stylish
and the inflated pricing of designer names
have caused the subsequent rise and growth
of off-price retail centers such as T.J. Maxx
and Marshall 's.
Marmaxx is owned by TJX, a corporation
employing 56,000 people nationwide. In
1997, TJX posted revenues of $7.4 billion
and looks to improve that figure by at least
5 percent this year. TJX also owns Home
Goods, A.J. Wright, Winner's (Canada) and
TK Maxx (Europe).
One of eight distribution centers, the
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DISTRIBUTION CENTER

4100
North Las Vegas Marmaxx site is the company's second largest U.S. facility, employing 800 people. It is the corporation's only
exclusively Marmaxx distribution center.
"On the T.J. Maxx side, we are the regional
distributor for the whole West Coast. On the
Marshall 's side, we distribute throughout
the country," states Tyrell. The facility handles an average of 200,000 to 300,000 units
of freight per day. That figure translates
into nearly 1.2 million units of freight per
week. Arid the company is growing. Marmaxx recently completed a warehouse expansion, adding an additional 400,000
square feet. "We hope to hire 200 more employees shortly," states Tyrell. With the facility expansion and a larger workforce,
Marmaxx will improve its freight output

to a staggering 3 million units per week.
After evaluating sites for its operations,
Marmaxx chose North Las Vegas due to its
proximity to major West Coast markets
such as Los Angeles, Salt Lake City and
San Diego. In addition, and perhaps more
importantly, the evaluation of the projected
growth and availability of local labor played
a role in the company's decision. "Since our
operations are labor intensive, we anticipated having access to local labor," states
Tyrell. "Typically, a local labor pool is easier to manage and results in a better work
commitment." The company has one fulltime training manager and two training
specialists for new personnel. In addition,
Marmaxx utilizes I 00 associate coach
trainers. Employees who have demonstrat'm·ember 1998 •
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AT THE TOP

last time we had to take an ac
paper," states Tyrell.
"Working with the city of

ed excellent job performance and solid
people skills are recruited to become associate coach trainers. "Employees learn
more quickly when trained by their peers,"
states Tyrell. The distribution center
operates in three shifts around the clock.
Despite a massive workforce, Marrnaxx
has gone 112,000 man hours without a lost
time accident. Tyrell attributes the company's track record for job safety to its safety
committee, employee awareness and a
number of employee incentives. Each quarter, employees without an on-the-job accident are entered into a safety bingo contest
where they can win prizes. Furthermore,
the company utilizes the diverse population
of its employees by offering English as a
second language and Spanish courses to
improve communication. Clearly, such efforts have paid off. Marmaxx has become
one of the most sought after employers in
North Las Vegas. "I can ' t remember the

Communications
Technology

tive experience. Our indus~
one that poses no threat to the
casino or hotel businesses, and _
the local economy to flourish
its economic base," states T)
maxx Distribution Center
cent growth this year.
translates into positive gro\\
Las Vegas. The company i
of the finest in economic riP,.?:,,..,.OIIIIII
good corporate citizen that
playing a vital role in the r ~ ·
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n an 1864 speech, Abraham Lincoln
_I said, "Property is the fruit of labor - property is desirable - is a positive good
in the world. That some should be rich,
shows that others may become rich, and
hence is just encouragement to industry
and enterprise."
Land ownership often defines and communicates social and economic distinction
~within a community; land ownership can
also build a foundation for the future.
-However, acquiring property, whether it's

10 acres at the edge of town or one acre in
the heatt of the city, can be a perilous (but
profitable) unde1taking. A myriad of variables can dramatically alter the mode and
cost of land investment. The private speculator looking to round out his or her pmtfolio and the commercial developer with a
specific construction goal approach real
estate differently.
LOWERING RISK THROUGH HOMEWORK

"It is a risky, speculative business - if
you're looking for a job without stress
this is not for you," states well-lmown Las
Vegas developer Irwin Molasky. Since
1951, when Las Vegas was a town of25,000
. residents, Molasky has witnessed the
metamorphosis of a sprawling metropolis.
Re-cognizing the remarkable growth paten,~ tial he slowly acquired land for
something unique
· that hasn't been
attempted ,"
states Molasky.

That philosophy has yielded several Las
Vegas landmarks, such as the first private
hospital, Suruise Hospital. Molasky is also
responsible for the 1.4 million square-foot
Boulevard Mall, the largest (and first) en- .
closed mall in the state. "I am always worried," admits Molasky, of the__concerns surrounding unde1taking a new, and often
precarious, venture.
Such concern is assuaged by careful
preparation, according to Molasky. "The
developer has to look into the future. It requires lots of homework," he noted. Typically, Molasky said he spends 80 percent of
his time perfonning market reseru·ch and
planning before "turning a spade of dilt."
The other 20 percent is devoted to the actual construction of the project. Molasky
partnered with Laurich Properties to develop the Best in the West shopping center
in northwest Las Vegas. A $70 million,
430,000-square-foot high-scale center, Best
in the West features such retailers as Best
Buy, Borders Bookstore, Jo Ann Etc. ,
Home Place, Old Nayy, Organized Living
and Copeland's, among others. Started in
1996 and situated on 35 acres, the project
was completed eru·lier this year.

~

Accuniillg Ha.llk Gunlull, CEO uf Lauridt

Michael Mixer (left}
and Jim Stuart of
Colliers International
review site maps
detailing undeveloped land.
PHOTO:
OPULENCE STUDIOS, INC.

Properties, "Knowing that we're going to
develop retail prope1t ies, we try to acquire
locations at major intersections or close to
highway off-ramps. Researching the spacing from one location to another is also
key. Retailers like to be across the street
from one another - where the customers
are - to create synergy. " Ostensibly, his - t.'~
strategy has worked. At present, Laurich ;:._fd
Properties has 26 projects, comprising ;;~
3 million square feet, under development. ~

~ -~ j-~s3r~:~dii
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Generating financial success via land
investment doesn't
end with considering a parcel's locale.
IRW IN MOLASKY
"The closer the land
is to the development stage, the quicker it
can be turned into a liquid asset," explains
Perry DiLoreto, president of DiLoreto
Development and Construction in Reno.
"You need to understand the process, and
what you can do with the property. Some
of the conclusions come from good planning and market research."
A 23-year industry veteran, DiLoreto has
built more than 6,000 homes and 500,000
square feet of office and shopping space.
Time, money and expected return of the
land investment figure heavily into the size
and location of the property.
"If you go out longer you can make better buys on land and take your time on the
entitlement process. If you purchase smaller lots, you're usually paying retail and
there's little profit," explains DiLoreto.
"Politics and infrastructure can also
play a critical role in
development," adds
DiLoreto. Currently,
one of the most
volatile issues in the
Reno market involves water and
HANK G oRDON
sewer rights. "I've seen parcels of land lose
their worth after paying for the gas, electricity and water utilities," recalls DiLoreto, who believes "investing in land is a
long-term process. Real estate is a different world, and you really need to understand it before you get into it. It's more of
an art form than a science."
One large-scale
project DiLoreto is
working on is the
2,000-acre DaMonte
Ranch development
in south Reno. In
order to dilute the
risk and increase the
absorption, DiLoreto has partnered
LORI MARTIN
with Bailey & McGah, the Louis DaMonte
Family Trust and Lewis Homes-owned en-
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any other asset until you build on it," states
Dermody. The company recently partnered
with the Tahoe-Reno Industrial Center to
acquire 207 acres in the center, formerly
known as Asamera Ranch, for development. Located off the Patrick Lane exit on
Interstate 80, the new Patrick Business
Park is 20 miles closer to Reno and Sparks
than Fernley. "This enables us to combine
the price advantage of 100,000 acres with
the transportation advantage and close
proximity of the Reno-Sparks labor
states Dermody.

According to Irwin Molasky, who partnered with Laurich Properties to build the Best in the
West power center, thorough market research is critical to the success of a development.
tities. A master-planned community,
DaMonte Ranch is designed for 6,000
homes and 400 acres of retail and office
space. Although construction on the development began this summer, the planning
process has been nine years in the making.
"It's not unusual for planning a masterplanned community to take five to 10
years," states Jeff David, project manager
of the DaMonte Ranch development for
Lewis Homes. "Extensive community
input is often required with master-

planned environments. "
DaMonte Ranch features easy freeway
access to US 395. Furthermore, future
residents can take advantage of an interchange at DaMonte Ranch Parkway, formerly Zolezzi Lane. "Master-planned communities do a better job of planning,
analysis and providing public facilities
such as parks, schools and infrastructure," states David. "Traditionally, masterplanned lots hold a higher retail sales
value, faring better during recessions." In
part, this is due to the stringent architectural, performance and landscaping controls imposed.

research in three ways: utilizing experienced real estate organizations, talking to
clients and investigating the logistical benefits of the development," explains Dermody, who believes there is "still plenty of
land in the area left to develop. "
Zoning, infrastructure and labor inevitably play a large role in selecting a
property. "1abor is an important component of any industry," explains Dermody.
"We examine who's going to work in the
building and whether it's easily accessible."
"Location, access, cost, infrastructure
and labor" have translated into success for
Dermody Properties, according to marketing manager Lori Martin. Ranked 15th nationally in industrial development, Dermody holds more than 14 million square
feet of development projects in Nevada.
"When we buy land we put it to use right
away, expecting to develop a project within six months of acquisition. Land is like

developing outside Reno,
were the first to develop the ~~ -.~
ley Business Park and the v:JO..--..::=become a burgeoning ar~ fi
development. Although the
square-foot J.C. Penny Distdl:~~:DIJIII
has inhabited Sage Point 1970s, several companies
lin, Freightliner, Hidden \;
Sherwin-Williams and Sch
have since relocated ope
"Land prices, local labor and
1-80 are part of the reason
tion," explains Martin. Now
and north of Reno-Sparks is
nentially. The region has long
as a distribution corridor for the
West Coast. "We have a fortuitous
as a transportation hub," states Dermo<bl
"It takes the same amount of time to
Seattle from Reno."
Land appreciation in Reno-Sparks
risen significantly in the last five
"Reno is a very desirable market,"
Dermody. "Per capita, we have a very

FINDING A DEVELOPMENT-FRIENDLY
ENVIRONMENT

nderstanding the land investment climate is critical as well, according to
Michael Dermody, president of Dermody
Properties in Reno. "We use market

U
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Outside Reno/Sparks, along 1-Bo, developments such as Dermody's Sage Point Business
create a major West Coast distribution corridor. Location and the availability of,w·xTJ'"'"'•
land are principal factors.

centrated amount of
industrial space available." Forty-five million square feet of industrial space is
available in RenoSparks, a staggering

MICHAEL DERMODY

figure considering the combined population of 350,000. Las Vegas also has 45 million square feet of industrial space; however, the population for the city is nearly four
times that of Reno-Sparks.
Availability is only one component of the
decision to invest. "We also look for a supportive and business friendly environment
from local government," notes Dermody.
For example, Washoe County passed a "no
floor tax for stored goods" in 1948 to encourage and foster business development.

AN

EASIER WAY TO DEVELOP

here are measures land investors can
take to ease the development process
once they've purchased a parceL "Piggybacking off the infrastructure of a masterplanned community is very desirable,"
states land broker
Scott Gragson of Colliers International, a
Las Vegas firm that
handles nearly $120
million in land transactions annually. Colliers has assembled
nearly 45 partnerJOHN KILPATRICK
ships for small investors looking to leverage purchasing power. Partnerships consist of anywhere from two to 15 people
with varying amounts of money at stake.
"The greater the potential return on a
piece of property, the greater the risk and
the longer it usually takes to pay off,"
states Colliers President James Stuart. "We
offer market intelligence - knowing the
unknown - and effectively evaluating
many decisions. The difference between
those who make money and those who
don't is information."
One successful partnership brought six
people together, raising $355,000 for six
acres of land. Within six months the group
sold the property for $600,000, reinvesting
it into an industrial building yielding a

T

quarterly income of $18,000. In addition,
the rent has increased 5 percent a year and
the building has steadily appreciated in
value. While all partnerships are not as
fruitful, Colliers' investments have gone up
an average of 20 to 40 percent.
"We don't like to be the last guy holding
the land," states Gragson. "It's difficult to
predict where the market will be in 24 to
36 months. " The ideal situation enables the
investor to receive both the highest and
quickest return. "By
the time the property
is listed on the market we won't buy it,"
adds Gragson, who
says, "Nearly 80 percent of all properties
are bought and sold
before they're listed
with a broker."
While acquiring real estate is a complicated and timely endeavor, it does have its
benefits. "As an investment, land never
foses l"ts unaerfyihg asset 1\: s somet:lt.(ngtangible and real, unlike the stock market,"
states Stuart. While the demand for property in Las Vegas is high, the supply is relatively low. Contributing to the problem:
The Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
still holds several prime properties.
"If you want a piece of ELM-owned land,
you have to file a petition and undergo a
public bidding process," explains Kevin
Higgins, Las Vegas managing director for
CB Richard Ellis. "Unfortunately, the
process doesn't necessarily insure land acquisition. " A land swap with the BLM is another possibility, although those are becoming increasingly difficult to obtain. In
one instance, a developer traded a parcel
of environmentally sensitive land with the
BLM to acquire the desired lot.
"Other potential areas for real estate investment include the outlying and unincorporated areas of dense populations and
the regions zoned for future infrastructure," states Higgins.

REITs
nother alternative developers are exploring is the use of real estate investment trusts (REITs) for land swaps. A REIT

A
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REMEMBER WHEN YOVR
BANKER CALLED YOV BY NAME?

"THE ABSORPTION OR
TURNOVER RATE OF A

COMMUNITYBANK I

PARTICULAR ACREAGE IS
OFTEN AN IMPORTANT
ECONOMIC INDICATOR TO
ITS FUTUR E VITALITY."
-KEVIN HIGGINS

offers shares in a proposed project in exchange for land. There is a potential to
earn more than the value of the property
and receive a steady income. "REITs offer
the unique ability to outpace the appreciation of your land. Also, they're much more
liquid and easier to sell," states Higgins.
Conversely, if the project fails, the
landowner loses his investment.
At Community Bank, we remember... and continue to do business with a personal

... . . .

toucn. 'We sunpty g~ ·m 'Know our cusrornt:lli ana dtier ·~nem ·ate 'nigm:st 'tevt!t <.fi.

"'l~~'V:.L-i.,

customer service.

ty," states Higgins. "The
turnover rate of a particular
often an important economic
its future vitality." Looking at
ing for a road or other 'nfr.=-..,....•
also helpful. "In the last five .r

In today's complex world, with giant bank mergers and corporate takeovers,
somet:hing is missing... it's the personal touch. That's why it's good to know that
your neighborhood Community Bank is there for you. We're there with
personalized programs and services to suit your needs.
Growing with the communities we serve in business, real estate
and consumer banking. We're your friend and your
neighbor, making local decisions to help you along the
way... personal banking is back at Community Bank.
COMMUNITY BANK

1400 SOUTII RAINBOW BLVD. • 2887 SOUTII MARYLAND PKWY. • 7676 W. LAKE MEAD BLVD.
FoR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 878-0700

MEMBER

FDIC

-i.£

~f~n..., ~'M. ~ ,.w.

mous," states Higgins. The prier
Clark County jumped from an
$60,000 to $120,000 an acre
1998. It looks to only go
economies run in cycles - we're
to six years into a healthy •
Higgins, who remains "cau ·
mistic about the future."
Owning and cultivating a pi forded every citizen. It enables
tunity for each individual and
to prosper and flourish - the

Residential & Commercial • 24 Hour-a-Day Service
Trained Technicians Servicing All Makes & Models

367 6064
•

5520STEPHANIE
LAS VEGAS, NV 89122

BONDED & INSURED • LICENSE NUMBERS: #27744 • #28743
MEMBER: ACCA • SNARSCA
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secure possession of bleak
will turn it into a garden; · years' lease of a garden and he
into a desert . . . The magic
turns sand into gold. "
Indeed.

Tips for [OlldU[tinq a.troubl~-fr~~ transaHtiiHrp~~~

Y

ou plan, you save,
you spend hours
driving around

your favorite neighborhoods
tracking FoR SALE signs and
taking notes. You contact a
lender, turn in an application, and pray to the credit
gods for a clean report.
ext comes a round of bargaining and
sweat until a pre-qualified mortgage
amount is reached. Phone calls follow, as
well as meetings with sellers and agents,
as you try to match your pre-qualified loan

numbers to asking prices. You remember
why you never liked math. At last the figures add up, and you make an offer. Of
course, the seller counters. But you're
clever, and you keep at it until you get your
price. A joyous noise rings throughout the
land, and you rent a moving van and begin
to load up your furniture, right?
No way. Not in this world. Before you
can decide on the paint in the kids' room,
before you even think of how to make a
cozy conversation space out of a room
with seven corners, before you print up
fancy change-of-address cards, you have to
deal with closing. And as anyone who has
ever bought a house can tell you, there's a
lot more to it than putting your John
Hancock on a stack of legalese.
First, the contract (the offer) goes to a
reputable escrow and title company, the
neutral third party that obtains the money
and hands over the keys. The escrow company is usually chosen by you as the buyer,

or the seller, but represents both parties.
The escrow agent draws up the escrow
instructions, which basically reiterate the
offer. Then they draw up the deed. At this
phase, you hand over your money (the
earnest deposit, to cover the down payment and closing costs), which is refundable if your loan does not go through,
but which you lose if you just decide to
change your mind.
At the same time, the mortgage firm submits the loan documents to the escrow
agent, and the company's title department
checks on the condition of the title. They
check for liens (child support, alimony,
mechanics, etc.) and the condition of the
old mortgage. There will always be a lien
for property taxes and easements for utilities, but any others could be a red flag.
The escrow company will issue a policy
of title insurance guaranteeing you, as the
new buyer, clear title to the property. This
protects you from any liens that might pop
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Why

Ch

is McCarron Center the choice of more and more successful companies?

~~
~

Speed
On-site construction management and space planning allow our team to react to
your occupancy schedule quickly and efficiently.

"THERE ARE PLENTY OF BAIT

Accessibil ity

AND SWITCH TACTICS WHEN IT

McCarron Centers centralized freeway location adjacent to the Country's seventh
busiest airport makes it one of the most accessible office locations in the area . Its
state-of-the-art, fiber-optic capacity makes it accessible to the world.

COMES TO LOANS. EIGHTY PER-

Flexibility
Over 1 million sq. ft. , of Iorge office floor plate together with parking capability up to
10 per 1,000 sq. ft., give our tenants maximum flexibility in both
efficient use of space and expansion capability.

CENT OF THE PROBLEMS ARE
ELIMINATED BY PREQUALFYING

Conven ience

FOR A MORTGAGE THROUGH A

Services including hotel, multiple restaurants and bonking are already on site.
Coming soon are other services such as day core, travel and copy service.

REPUTABLE LENDER."

McCarron Center

- Laura Worthington,
Realty Executives
up later. The perk to you as a buyer - the
seller covers the tab for the title insurance.
Once the loan documents are at the
escrow company, the agent will have the
buyer and seller come in so he or she can
get the paperwork signed (or make prior
arrangements to do so separately if one
or both parties are going to be out of
town). The buyer hands over some money
and signs the loan document. The seller
signs the deed (and sometimes the loan
document as well). Remember to bring
identification, because your signature will
have to be witnessed by a notary public.
Also remember to bring your money as a
cashier's check or wired fund; personal
checks don't cut it.
The escrow company takes care of the
money, paying off the old mortgage, and
holds onto what's left until the deed is
recorded. A runner takes the deed and
deed of trust from the escrow company to

... is there really anything else your business needs?

For Leasing Information

~

~

_

Call (702) 260-l 008

:
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the recorder's office. The actual closing is
when the deed is recorded (approximately
one month from the time you made your
offer). Once the escrow company has confirmation of the recording, the agent pays
the sellers, and you finally get your keys.
Both buyer and seller share the costs of
closing. On a conventional loan, the seller
pays for the title policy and transfer tax.
The buyer pays for the lender title policy
and loan fees. The buyer and seller split
the escrow fees.
The process sounds simple, and it certainly can be, with qualified people at

every step and a buyer who isn't afraid of
homework. But beware of offers that
sound too good to be true. Laura Worthington, ABR, CRS, GRI, a broker/salesman
for Realty Executives in Las Vegas, warns,
"There are plenty of bait and switch tactics
out there when it comes to loans. Eighty
percent of the problems are eliminated by
having a reputable lender pre-qualify you
for a mortgage, but there are a lot of disreputable companies."
Beware of companies promising loans
they can't back. You pre-qualify at a great
rate, go through the whole process, just to
November 1998 •
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"ANY STUMBUNG BLOCKS IN
THE CLOSING PROCESS ARE DERIVED FROM A FAD.,URE OF THE
REAL ESTATE AGE T TO COUNSEL
WITH CIJENTS, BOTH BUYERS
AND SELLERS.

AN AGENT CAN'T

SERVE A CIJENT'S NEEDS UNLESS
HE OR SHE KNOWS WHAT THOSE
NEEDS ARE."
BUSINESS
ExPERTISE
LOCAL

- Nick Colonna

•

Mt. West Realty, Inc .

•
•

•

KNow-How . •

SMALL BUSINESS

LOANS FROM

A BANK THAT
UNDERSTANDS NEVADA.
Norwest is more than a bank, we're also a local business.
That's one reason why we understand and respond to local
needs. And, ou r decisions are made locally by an experienced team of Nevada Business Ban king experts -

the

kind of people that can help you r small business think big
and grow big.

.......
•••••.
.......
•••••

NORWES1'

To Th e Nth De gree
702-765-3557 in Las Vegas
702-785-8468 in Reno
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find out they don't have any money left. Or
you are promised a low rate or\[y to find out
a month down the line that the promised
rate was only valid for that one day. Loan
brokers (rather than loan bankers) are not
currently regulated, but a bill is in the
works that will likely put many shady companies out of business. Until then, a little
homework (asking your friends if they
used a lender they liked, checking how
long a company has been in business, or
asking a real estate agent) can save a lot of
hassle. And never discount the value of
reading the fine print on every document
you see (and sign) during the process.
Another area rife with potential pitfalls
is the appraisal process. In order for a
mortgage company to lend money, it must
have an appraisal. The lender will set its
loan value at the sale price or the appraisal
price, whichever is higher. Ideally, they're
the same. Make sure you retain a competent professional to help you with your
offer. A buyer's representative (such as a
real estate agent) has access to the same
computer programs the appraisers use, so
you won't be surprised. You may also be
able to avoid appraisal missteps by researching the "cornps", or comparable
prices of similar homes sold over the last
six months in the general vicinity of your
drean1 horne. Even so, you still won't be
anywhere near what that little computer
program at the realty office can do.
Worthington offers this simple checklist
to help smooth the closure process:
1. Be careful to interview two or three

reputable loan officers when deciding who
to obtain lending through. Don't be afraid
to ask pointed questions.
2. Get pre-approved prior to making an
offer on a home.
3. Be sure you have the background information on the home and neighborhood
before making an offer. You want to submit a fair, reasonable offer. "Ironically,"
she says, "you can get a better deal if you
go in with a fair bid rather than trying a
ridiculously low one, because you might
insult the seller." Common courtesy applies to every step of the process.
4. Be careful who you choose as a
buyer's representative - all agents are not
created equal. And just because someone
shows you a house, that doesn't make him
or her your agent. Until you retain that person, he or she is representing someone
else's interests (usually the seller's). Again,
call your friends, check out how long a
sales representative has been working,
what houses he or she has sold and ask
for references. Do the background work;
buying a home is a big commitment.
Nick Colonna, a broker with Mt. West
Realty, Inc., adds that any stumbling
blocks in the closing process "are derived
from a failure of the real estate agent to
counsel with clients, both buyers and sellers. An agent can't serve a client's needs
unless he or she knows what they are." He
stresses a good broker asks questions and
becomes familiar with the client. He or she
should also apprise the client of the requirements and details needed to complete
the transaction. Unless properly prepared,
the closing can become a hectic ordeal of
continuous requests for more information.
Colonna stresses the importance of getting things in writing. "Make sure the prequalification is in a letter from the lender,"
he says. "When the seller sees it's based on
the buyer's credit report and other documents, he or she will more likely accept
the offer. And the buyer will be more comfortable with the offer because he or she
will know there's a loan to back it."
It's also important to get all the terms
and conditions of the purchase agreement
in writing before it goes to escrow. You
want to be sure there's no room for miscommunication this far into the process.
Closing in Nevada is different from the

5070 S. Alville Street
Las Vegas, NV 89118

Phone: (702) 248-1181
Fax: (702) 248-1141
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Expert Staff Training at a
Community College price!
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Computers & Popular Business Software
Pre-Employment Training
Customer Service and Office Skills
Management and Supervision Skills
TQM -Total Quality Management Training
Welfare-to-Work Partnerships
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Community1 Rural &
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Education
- - - - - - - -- Communih Colle!\e of Southern Ne\ada

651-4295 or 651-4523
University and Community College System of Neva~ Board of Regents Dr.
Jill Derby, Chair. Shelly BerkJey, Vice Chair. Regents: Mark Alden, Thalia Dondero, Dr. James Eardly, Dorothy Gallagher, Madison Graves II . David Phillips,
Nancy Price, Howard Rosenberg and Tom Wiesner. Dr. Richard Jarvis,
UCCSN Chancellor. Dr. Richard Moore. CCSN President. Theo Burns, Interim

Dean of Commun;ty Education.
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process in many other states, a fact that
often confuses folks new to the area. For
example, in most states, attorneys handle
the closing instead of the escrow company,
and often hand over the keys when the papers are signed. Then the deed is recorded
days, even weeks later. But until the deed
is recorded, nothing is final.
Dual agency deals (when one real estate
agent represents both the buyer and seller)
are common tlu·oughout the U.S. But in
Nevada, thanks to legislation in recent
years, two different agents within the same
agency may represent the buyer and seller.
According to Rick Lund, broker and coowner of Fenrui-Lund Real Estate in Reno,
this is good. "It shru·es the wealth," he says,
"while splitting the work." And he has
heard no complaints.
Thousands of people move to Nevada
every week. As one of the fastest growing
states in the Union, it's no wonder evada
is also progressive in real estate law. "It's

partially because we're a"""""'..,....
nity," Worthington says

I

NEVADA, THANKS TO RECENT
LEGISLATION, TWO DIFFERE T

AGE TS WITIDN THE SAME AGE CY
MAY REPRESE 1T BUYER AND
SELLER. "IT SHARES THE WEALTH,
WHILE SPUTTING THE WORK."

The

Las Vegas Chapter
of the

Associated
General Contractors

(702) 796-9986
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-Rick Lund,
Ferra1i-Lund Real Esta.te

The state's professionals are trend-setters
in the real estate industry, with the majority of companies and agents putting their
effort into service, rather than profit. Qualified professionals and competent laws
combine with what is still a small town
feel. Most of those in the industry know
who to watch out for and who to recommend, taking a lot of the guesswork out of
the process. The key to closing, as with all
aspects of buying a home, is finding people
to work with, whom can you trust. Then,
allow them to do their job. While they handle the paperwork and hassles, you can be
out gathering swatches, pricing antiques,
and finally renting that moving van. •

An association
run by
contractors,
fo r contractors.

BUILDING

NEWS

RIEF

World·s largest industrial
park closes escrow
Northern Nevada is now home to the
world's largest industrial park- a 102,000acre park formerly known as Asamera
Ranch. Storey County houses 75 percent
of the park, while Lyon County claims the
remaining 25 percent. Tahoe-Reno Industlial Center LLC will develop the property;
partners Roger William Norman, L. Lance
Gilman and Don Roger orn1an also O'Nll
Reno's South Meadow Business Park. The
park, which is eight miles east of Sparks
on Interstate 80, is now under construction
and will feature full improvements with
roads, utility infrastructure, rail service
and water lights.

NAIOP renews political
activity
The Southern Nevada Chapter of the National Association of Industlial and Office
Properties (NAIOP) has re-established a
conmlittee to increase the group's political

The Eiffel Tower begins to take shape at
Hilton's Paris-Las Vegas Casino Res01t.

Eiffel Tower rises from
desert

pronlinence. The Commercial Real Estate
Political Action Committee (CREPAC) will
raise funds for cont.J.ibutions to AIOPendorsed candidates, and suppmt lobbying efforts on behalf of issues relevant to
real estate. NAIOP, Las Vegas' largest commercial real estate organization, is the
trade association for owners, developers
and investors in office and related commercial real estate propetties. The 31-yearold organization has 5,000 members and
49 chapters nationwide.

The construction of a half-scale replica' of
The Eiffel Tower is in high gear at the $760
nlillion Pruis-Las Vegas, a Hilton Casino
Resott slated to open in fall 1999. When
complete, three of the tower's four legs
will spring from Lhe resmt's casino floor
and jut through the roof. The Las Vegas
version of the famous French landmru·k
will include a restaurant on the 17th floor
and an observation deck. The 54-stmy tall
stmcture will join reproductions of the Arc
de Tliomphe, the Pruis Opera House, the
Louvre, the Hotel DeVille and Rue de la
Paix at what has become Hilton's largest
construction project to date.

Green Valley site of
mixed-use project
Colliers International senior
vice presidents, Michael De
Lew and Thomas van Betten,
announced the groundbreaking on a $13.9 million mixeduse development situated at
Sunset Way and Valle Verde
Drive in Henderson. The
Palms at Green Valley Business Park will consist of more
than 191,000 square feet of industrial and
office space. Multi-tenant and freestanding
buildings will be available, and lease areas
will range from 1,757 square feet up to
25,538 square feet. Denholm, Ranis & Co.

JMA captures multiple
AlA honors

is the project developer; Burnett Haase
Construction will serve as the project's
contractor. Las Vegas-based Lee & Sakahara has been selected as the development's architecture firm.

The American Institute of Architects
(AlA) recently honored Las Vegas-based
JMA Architecture Studios with three of
its four AlA evada Service awards. The
accolades include Firm of the Year, a
Silver Medal Award for president Thomas
J. Schoeman and a Young Architect Citation for Edward Alan Vance. The 54-yearold studio's recent projects include the
Park Towers Luxury Condontiniums, the
Desert Research Institute's Northern
Nevada Science Center, UNLV's International Gaming Institute, the Las Vegas
Executive Air Ternlinal and the Hilton
Grand Vacations Time-Share.
•
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-Located at the new Galleria at Sunset ~all in Henderson,

WestPark Plaza Galleria, provides tenants with great visibility and
easy access from the freeway, Sunset Road and Stephanie Street.

£STHHICS

-The project's modern design includes the extensive

A SeiVing the West Valley:
U WestPark Plaza Rainbow

use of marble and glass, lush landscaping, dynamic entryway and

We1!Park Plaza Galiena

...
~

unique architecture.
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GALLERIA BLVD.
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-A generous tenant improvement package, abundant

parking and high-tech security are just a few of the many features

~

GALLERIA MALL
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of WestPark Plaza Galleria.

for Leasing information:

LYLf BRfNNliN &liSSOCIATfS (702) 592-4098

~

(702) 731-9007

Commercial Real Estate Market Report
INDUSTRIAL MARKET SUMMARY
LAS VEGAS : The Las Vegas industrial market
experie nced continued expansion through the
second quarter of 1998 as the industrial base
grew to 48.8 million square feet. Completed
new construction was minimal as much of the
previous speculative space was absorbed.
With several new projects under construction
or in planning, absorption should remain high
and vacancy equa lize. Net abso rption was
stron g for the secon d quarte r, tota lling
181,259 sq uare fe et.
Land prices continue to rise while lease
rates stabilize. With a higher standi ng inventory, landlord s wi ll become more competitive
with lease rates.
Projections for futu re growth remain robust.
Specu lative building contin ues to ease the demand of the past two years. With this normal-

OFFICE MARKET- 2ND Quarter 1998
TOTAL MARKET
LAs VEGAS
RENO
Number of Properties
170
443
Total Square Feet
17,001,743 3.767,655
Vacant Square Feet
2,120,506
434,183
11.00°/o
Percent Vaca nt
12-47°/o
New Construction
1,038,528 103,555 sf
Net Absorption
53.220
739.579
$1.81
Avg Lease SF/ Mo (FSG- NNN)*
$1.42
Under Construction
145,000
983,938
Planned Construction
2,476.923
345.400
(LASS 'A' OFFICE PROPERTIES
Number of Properties
21
36
Total Square Feet
3.885 ,691 1,556,o8o
Vacant Square Feet
526,915
165,878
Percent Vacant
11.00%
13-56%
New Construction
57.500
454.325
Net Absorption
12,888
164,261
Avg Lease SF/ Mo (FSG - NNN)*
$2 .13
$1.65
Under Construction
102,900
326,626
Planned Construction
145.800
854.672
CLASS ' B' OFFICE PROPERTIES
Number of Properties
61
260
Total Square Feet
9.784,037 1,504.423
Vacant Square Feet
1,247.645
150.920
Percent Vacant
10.00%
12.75°/o
New Construction
561,788
46.900
Net Absorption
491,292
34.800
Avg Lease SF/ Mo (FSG- NNN)*
$1.76
$1-40
Under Construction
623.478
35.878
Planned Construction
67,600
1,622,251
CLASS '('OFFICE PROPERTIES
Number of Properties
147
92
Total Square Feet
3.332,015
998,750
Vacant Square Feet
181,085
345.946
Percent Vacant
10.38%
19.00%
New Construction
22415
17.500
Net Absorption
84,026
10,900
Avg Lease SF/ Mo (FSG- NNN)*
$1.10
$1.48
Under Construction
15,200
33 ,834
Planned Construction
18,8oo
0

*Average Monthly Lease Rates {or Las Vegas reported
as Full·Service Gross and far Reno as Net Net Net.

LAs VEGAS

STATISTICS COMPILED BY LEE

REN O STATISTICS COMP I LED BY GRUBB

ization, the market will mature to include larger national and intern ational tenants.
RENO: The Reno-Sparks industrial market
contin ues to chug along in 1998. A strong second quarter combined to outpace 1997 yearto-date gross abso rption by over 1oo,ooo
square feet. Year-to-date net absorption is a
healthy 1.2 million square feet. If the trend
contin ues, this could be a record-setting year.
Vacancy nudged up to just under 11.5 percent as new speculative construction added
more than 1 million square feet to the marketplace during the fi rst half. There is 1.5 million
square feet planned to be completed or under
construction by year-end . Absorption of new
space remains strong, so stron g, in fact, the vacancy is expected to drop to just over 10 per-

RETAIL MARKET- 2ND Quarter 1998
TOTAL MARKET
Number of Properties
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant
New Construction
Net Absorption
Average Lease (NNN)
Under Construction
Planned Construction

LAS VEGAS
RENO
201
76
24,101,257 8.799.051
440,000
988,398
s.oo%
4-10%
120,000
533.496
485.952 -20,000
$1.21
$Los
8so,ooo
1,643.277
11,200
4·222 ·222

PowER CENTERSRETAIL CENTERS >100,000 SF
WITH MINIMAL OR No IN-LINE SPACE
Number of Properties
19
3
Total Square Feet (GLA)
5,689,615 1,031,000
Vacant Square Feet
10,400
356.459
Percent Vacant
1.00%
6.27°/o
New Construction
0
0
Net Absorption
0
8,88s
Average Lease (N NN)
$1.00
$1.30
Under Construction
0
99.712
Planned Construction
65 ,100
11,500
COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL CENTERSRETAIL CENTERS WITH ANCHOR(S)
Number of Properties
110
44
Total Square Feet (GLA)
14,502,970 6,496,608
Vacant Square Feet
365,227
333.930
Percent Vacant
2.30%
s.6o%
New Construction
0
266,679
Net Absorption
313,299 -33.375
Average Lease (N NN)
$1.05
$1.27
Under Construction
6so,ooo
1,556,047
Planned Construction
4,144,122
0
STRIP CENTERS- RETAIL CENTERS
Number of Properties
72
27
Total Square Feet (GLA)
3,908,672
919.611
Vacant Square Feet
298,009
64.373
Percent Vacant
7-62%
7-02%
New Construction
266,817
0
Net Absorption
203,187
13,375
Average Lease (NNN)
$t.o6
$.92
100,000
Under Construction
0
Planned Construction
326,000
0

& AssOCIATES COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE SERVICES

& ELLIS NEVADA COMMERCIAL GROUP

cent by the end of the year. Build -to-suit properties are lagging behind last year's 1.6 million
square feet. However, several large properties
will come on line during the third quarter, and
by the end of the year, just under 2 million
sq uare feet should be completed.
Because of the activity taking place in Fernley, east of Reno on l-8o, the area will be
brought statistically into the Reno / Sparks
market study at the end of the third quarter.
Currently, two large bu ild-to-suit faci lities totalling 750,000 square feet are under construction there. Also east of Reno along l-8o,
the 104,000-acre Tahoe-Reno Industrial Center is in escrow.
NEXT MONTH:
Office Market Summary

INDUSTRIAL MARKET- 2ND Quarter 1998
TOTAL MARKET
Number of Properties
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant
New Construction
Net Absorption
Under Construction
Planned Construction

LAs VEGAS
1,218

REN O
678
48,614,541 42,828,243
3,221,436 4.279,462
10.00%
6.63°/o
470,000
874.332
1,596.476 1,043.005
3.779.126
1,194.503
2,966,566 1,900,000

DISTRI~liT ! Q N - ~ ~~~ TI!AN ! Q"/~ Qff!H

Number of Properties
385
Total Square Feet
26,138,047
Vacant Square Feet
2,362,667
Percent Vacant
9-04°/o
New Constructio n
450,000
Net Absorption
1,605,024
Under Construction
3.342,002
Planned Construction
2.497.968
Avg Lease (NNN) < 1o,ooo SF
$o.5o
> 10,000 SF
$0.41
MANUFACTURING -10% • 20% OFFICE
Number of Properties
749
Total Square Feet
17.421,913
Vacant Square Feet
578,200
Percent Vacant
3-32%
New Construction
0
Net Absorption
-38.887
Under Construction
6s.sso
Planned Construction
253 .838
Avg Lease (NNN) < 1o,ooo SF
$0.48
> 1o,ooo SF
$0-43
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT- 20% • 30% OFFICE
Number of Properties
14
Total Square Feet
685.315
Vacant Square Feet
0
o.oo%
Percent Vacant
New Construction
0
0
Net Absorption
Under Co nstruction
0
Planned Construction
0
Avg Lease (NNN) < 1o,ooo SF
$o.oo
> 1o,ooo SF
$0.10
Abbrev1at1ons
BTS : Build To Suit
FSG: Full-Service Gross
GLA: Gross Leasable Area
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The Birth Of Biking
Helmet: calcium carbonate,
talc, clays, sulfur, mica .

.-- Sun protection: zinc oxide.

Zipper: ch rome-plated zinc.

Gears and seat post:
steel, aluminum .

Cabling: steel.

Frame: " chro-moly" steel,
al uminum, t itan ium and/or

carbon fiber.

Handlebar:
aluminum, tita niu

Brakes: aluminum,
steel, magnesiu m.

Tires: sulfur, bromine, iodine .

Spokes: stainless steel or t itan ium.

Pavement: cement, sand, and gravel.

Everything Begins
With Mining

IEVADA
Minin g Association

1- 888 - NV- M INES · www.nevadam ining.org
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LIFESTYLES

Reviewed by
Kathleen Foley

MALLS
'Tis the season to shop
The Boulevard Mall
Las Vegas

732-8949

The holiday season at The Boulevard
Mall officially begins this year when Santa
arrives in a special parade at noon on Saturday, November 21. The mall's holiday
decor showcases historic holiday figures
from around the world as well as educational storyboards that allow shoppers to
explore popular holiday traditions from
other countries. The life-size, museumquality figures include Kris Kringle,
St. Nicholas, St. Lucia and an English
Wassailing scene. Special holiday hours
go into effect Friday, November 28. Also
featured will be Opportunity Village's Gift
Wrap Booth, the Salvation Army's Angel
Tree and a special holiday kiosk to benefit
the Make-A-Wish Foundation.
The Boulevard Mall was the first fully
enclosed climate-controlled shopping center in Nevada when it opened in 1968. It is
centrally located on Maryland Parkway
between Desert Inn and Twain. The Boulevard is the largest mall in Nevada, with 1.2
million square feet of gross leasable area
and 42 acres of parking. Anchor tenants
include Macy's, Dillard's, J.C. Penney and
Sears, in addition to 140 other stores and
the 24,000-square-foot Panorama Cafes
fo od court. Services include free valet and
covered parking, mounted courtesy patrol,
troller and locker rentals and complimentary wheelchairs.

'Ieadowood Mall
Reno

827-8450

Located at the intersection of McCarran
and VIrginia Streets, Meadowood Mall
comprises more than 200 shops and eater-

Cooking classes, contests and breakfast
with Santa are some of the holiday season
events scheduled at the Galleria Mall at
Sunset in Henderson.

ies. It is the only full-sized mall in the
Reno area. Its holiday decor this season
emphasizes that everyone is a child at holiday time. All the decorations, from stockings and presents, to toys and a Christmas
tree, are oversized as though seen from a
child 's eye view. Live entertainment will
provide sounds of the holidays in two different staging areas, one near Macy's and
the other near J.C. Penney's. Shoppers can
pause to listen to carolers, a bell choir and
professional quartets, as well as groups of
school children performing holiday music.
During the last 12 days of the season, a
gift-wrapping service is available, benefiting the Northern Nevada Food Bank.
Several new stores have opened just in
time for the holiday season, including
Bailey, Banks & Biddle jewelers and
Sophora cosmetics, bath items and perfumes. World of Toys is expanding to a
larger site to accommodate shoppers looking for toys to delight their children at the
holidays. Specialty carts will offer gift
items, ornaments and fleece clothing for
gift giving. In a recent poll, Meadowood
was named "Reno's Best Place to Shop."

The Galleria at Sunset
Henderson

434-0202

The Galleria at Sunset is a nearly 1 million-square-foot mall located at the intersection of Sunset and Stephanie Roads,
just west of U.S. 95 in Henderson. It features more than 130 specialty shops, four
department stores and a 600-seat food
court with 12 restaurants and a special
children's area. The Galleria is featuring
holiday cooking classes and cooking contests this year, beginning November 21.
Members of the Nevada Ballet Theatre
will officially welcome Santa Claus to the
mall Friday, November 20. Bruce the Talking Spruce also returns to listen to children's gift requests. "Live" Teddy Bears
will greet shoppers at each mall entrance.
Bears will also skate in the center court
and perform several shows daily at the
Food Court. Children of all ages may
share breakfast with Santa at Chevy's on
November 28 and December 5.
The mall is offering a Drop & Shop program in cooperation with Play Plus. Children may attend camp at Play Plus while
parents shop at the Galleria. Other amenities include baby changing facilities , courtesy escort to parking, gift certificates,
valet parking and wheelchairs . The mall is
hosting an Angel Tree for the Salvation
Army and will also conduct a canned food
drive. The goal: to build a 52-foot-high
•
Christmas tree of food cans.
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SPEAKING FOR NEVADA
by Bob Shriver
Executive Director
Nevada Commission on Economic Development

CREATING ATHRMNG ECONOMY
NCED paves the way for diverse businesses
looking to come to Nevada
conomic diversification is alive and
well in Nevada. In every measurement the state and its communities have
been successful in attracting national, regional and international companies to establish new industrial operations. But an
even better indicator of Nevada's success
is the expansion by existing Nevada firms.
During the past decade, Nevada has
aggressively targeted high-growth, highwage industries in its search for new manufacturing, distribution or office-related
operations. Technology companies such
as Microsoft, Trimm Industries, Dusan
Equipment and Inter-Tel have chosen to
locate regional or national operations in
Nevada. Back-office centers include Softbank Services Group, California AAA and
Edison Enterprises as examples. The manufacturing sector includes such companies
as Quebecor, National Vitamin, Dongsung
America and Michelin, among others .
The success of Nevada's diversification
efforts is the result of the can-do spirit of
the six commissioners appointed by the
governor, the lieutenant governor, the 12
regional development authorities, and a
dedicated and professional Commission
on Economic Development (CEO) staff.
We have fostered Nevada's reputation as a
great place to do business by creating
strategies to improve the state's business
climate and to protect and enhance our
environment and quality of life. From the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1998 alone, diversification efforts have garnered 6,886
new primary jobs, 75 new industries and
73 company expansions. This is a 10 percent increase over the previous year.
The number-one issue for new and expanding businesses in Nevada is the development of a skilled work force. Working

E
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"As the world economy slows,
the [N ~vada] Commission on
Economic Development is
even more committed to providing an economy diversified
enough to not feel the lull."
-Bob Shriver
Executive Director, CED

with the Nevada Legislature and the University and Community College System of
Nevada, CEO has enhanced its training program. With training curricula developed by
the leadership of our post-secondary education system and an increase in funding from
the Legislature, there have been 740 employees with average salaries more than
double the minimum wage trained during
the last fiscal year.
In order to facilitate the recruitment of
companies involved in the diversification
of Nevada's economy, the state offers a variety of incentives. Many of these are enjoyed by all citizens of Nevada in the form
of "gaps" in what other states believe to be
"normal taxation." These built-in incentives include freedom from personal and
corporate income tax, unitary tax, franchise tax and a number of others.
But in order to remain competitive on
the world marketplace of corporate recruitment, it is sometimes necessary to meet
some of the challenges other states provide. These would include things such as

the abatement and deferral of sales tax on
capital equipment, abatement of Nevada's
business tax and job training program assistance. Nevada's incentives have injected
more than $226.2 million in capital investment into the Nevada economy since
July 1, 1997- nearly a q~:~arter billion dollars! As everyone who lives in Nevada
knows, we also enjoy a quality of life sec·
ond to none in this country. The clean air.
wide open spaces, access to recreational
opportunities, all run the gamut of just
about anything anyone could ever dream
up! Needless to say it's a great place to live
and that's a fact most companies considering a move rank in their top three considerations of location.
For Nevada businesses seeking to expand beyond the U.S., the International
Trade Office (ITO) works to assist companies in their long-term international goals.
Activities have included participation in
food ingredient trade show missions to
Shanghai, China and to Frankfurt, Germany, as well as coordination of the
Comdex International 'v""'-'llll.l-~"'

ronmental technologies in
Energized to spread the w and extensive professional
vices, the Nevada Film Office
division with a mission. The
attracted more than 520 projects ·
spots have generated more than _:
lion for Nevada's economy. The
cused on offering the best production
ordination and location assistance
to steadily increase the economic
of film-making in Nevada.

Building a water system for a 160-acre
industrial park in Wells, and access and
safety improvements where Highway 95
serves a new industrial area in Churchill
County are just two examples of Nevada's
Community Development Block Grant
Program's (CDBG) continued success.
CDBG's mission is to assist in the development of healthy and viable rural communities by improving living conditions
and economic opportunities. Working
from this philosophy, $5.5 million in grant
funds for 63 projects in 33 rural communities were distributed during the past biennium. The money was applied to a wide
variety of projects to assist rural Nevada
in creating the economic base needed for
financially viable communities. Also
funded by CDBG is a "one-stop-shop" for
non-traditional loan programs for rural
Nevada businesses. The Community Business Resource Center mixed and matched

$476,500 in unique Joan plans for seven
small businesses creating 149 new jobs.
The Procurement Outreach Program
(POP) of CEO has successfully completed
the 13th consecutive year of partnership
with the Defense Logistics Agency. During the past 12 months, POP clients received 339 state, local and federal contract
awards totaling more than $32 million.
This equates to approximately 443 new or
retained primary jobs.
Nevada's tourism and gaming industry
has also contributed significantly to the
state's ability to diversify. The increased
number of tourists traveling to the Silver
State to try their luck has necessitated one
of the most sophisticated telecommunications infrastructures in North America and
a transportation infrastructure second to
none. Nevada is considered a "consuming
state" - more freight arrives in the state
than leaves. An empty outbound capacity

of approximately 40 percent, coupled with
a large number of carriers and deregulation of the trucking industry, creates a
competitive atmosphere for negotiating
excellent rates and realizing tremendous
cost savings for outbound shipments. Situated at the hub of an 11-state region,
Nevada is an ideal location for companies
seeking easy, cost-effective access to
major markets in the western United
States and Pacific Rim.
As the world economy slows, the Commission on Economic Development is
even more committed to providing an
economy diversified enough to not feel
the lull. Maintaining an economic growth
factor of 3 to 5 percent per year is reasonable and realistic for the year. to come. By
maintaining that level, we will continue to
be the envy of our neighbors and the entire
country. That's strong economic diversification at work for you!
•

Your Employees Won't Want to Go Home!
The Commercial Specialists at Carpet Barn offer
Las Vegas businesses the lowest prices on Commercial
Carpet, Ceramic Tile, Sheet Vinyl, Area Rugs, Wall
and Window Coverings.
Look to Carpet Barn for your office remodeling,
tenant improvements, hotel renovations, apartments
and retail showrooms. Your employees will love you
for it!

NO JOB IS
TOO SMALL
OR TOO LARGE!
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INSIDE POLITICS
by Michael Sullivan

DON'T PUT AWAY THAT VOTER REGISTRATION CARD, YET
Upcoming city elections give Southern Nevada voters
another chance to have their say
hile the rest of us put our wallets, recently lightened from political contributions, back in our pockets and watch
road signs disappear from the desert landscape, a small group of people is actually
starting to gear up for an entrance into the
election spotlight.
You may find it hard to believe, but city
elections are only six months away, and
that means candidates from Las Vegas,
North Las Vegas, Henderson and Boulder
City will soon begin the process of collecting money, organizing volunteers and, yes,
putting up political signs.
While these elections don't really heat
up until March, following in the footsteps
of Kenny Guinn, many candidates have already announced their intentions and are
starting to assemble their campaigns. It's
hard to collect any money when so much is
being spent on state races, but that doesn' t
mean you can' t secure commitments and
pledges of future support.
City elections don' t require as much
money as county-wide contests, mainly because the voter and donor pool is much
smaller. Since the Strip hotels are in Clark
County's jurisdiction, there isn't much need
for them to give in a city race, unless they
have interests within that geographical area.
Nevertheless, that doesn ' t mean these
races aren' t costly and important to a large
segment of the Valley.
While it's still very early, here is a brief
look at the seats likely to get hot this coming spring:

W

CITY OF LAS VEGAS
he race everyone will watch this year
is for mayor of Las Vegas. If Jan Jones
is successful in beating Kenny Guinn
(it's likely that outcome will be known

T
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by publication of this article) then there
won't be a question of her running for reelection to a third term. If she is defeated,
however, no one seems quite certain about
her future plans .
If Jones decides to run again, then many
candidates now considering the job would
definitel y re-examine their hole cards.
However, if she becomes Governor Jones
or decides not to run, the race could get
very interesting.
The two names mentioned most are current city councilmen- Arnie Adamsen and
Michael McDonald. Although Adamsen's
consummate professional demeanor would
not reveal animosity, the two had a semiconfrontation in 1997 when McDonald
swung the votes to remove Adarnsen as
mayor pro-tem.
Adamsen, a council veteran, is well
liked in the community and has a strong
record of achievement. Although he remains quiet, and goes about his business in
an unassuming manner, he is well known
to the power elite, and has always raised
six-figures for his re-election contests.
McDonald, who is sometimes brash and
never afraid to speak his mind, is still
learning the political game, but has proven
to be a quick study. Since beating incumbent councilman Frank Hawkins in 1995,
the Metro cop has made headlines - some
flattering, some not so complimentary. He
has his friends on the inside (he's mentioned that Sig Rogich is a top advisor),
but those relationships are likely to be
strained in a race against Adamsen.
Political parasite and former governor
candidate Aaron Russo has also mentioned
an interest in this seat. If he plans to spend
$ 1 million of his own money, then he may
become a factor.

Two city council seats are also up for
grabs: Ward 1, where McDonald is currently councilman; and Ward 3, where Gary
Reese is the incumbent. Assuming McDonald runs for mayor, the top contender
emerging so far is Nevada Power executive
David Griego, who will make his first run
for major office. Currently a city planning
commissioner, Griego is well-known in
political circles and well regarded. He's
already making the rounds on the fundraising circuit, and has commitments. Even
if McDonald stays put, Griego's name will
be on the ballot in May.
No opponents have yet emerged for
Reese, who, like McDonald, is in his first
tern1. While the councilman has not yet announced whether he will seek re-election,
he will be the front-runner. The only thing
that could help convince a would-be opponent to jump in is the guilty verdict Reese
received from the Ethics Commission for a
vote earlier this year. While most think the
charge and the verdict were bogus, the ammunition is there for a political assassin.

HENDERSON
hil e these races always heat up.
things are relatively quiet in Nevada's
soon-to-be second largest city. No mayor's
race takes place this year, but three city
council seats - currently held by Andy
Hafen , David Wood and Amanda Cyphers
- are up for grabs.
Hafen hasn ' t drawn serious opposition
in recent memory, and isn ' t likely to thi
year. Cyphers is relatively safe, having followed the lead set by Mayor Jim Gibson
for most of this past year, but she does
have her detractors among Henderson 's
political insiders.

W
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"Best Dinner"
(6
qualified oppos1t10n is Wood, who ran
third in his 1997 bid for mayor. The outcome of that race could allow many to
think he's vulnerable. But in Henderson,
where only a few prominent lobbyists
control the campaign cash, it's hard to
raise money against an incumbent. If
Wood hasn't upset the local garners and
developers, he's likely to have enough
money to fend off any would-be attackers.

"Best Place for
a Power Lunch"

NORTH LAS VEGAS
his city, which for years had the smallest turnover of any municipality, has
seen its share of upsets in the past two
election cycles. This year might not be any
different, as Councilmen William Robinson, John Rhodes and Paula Brown prepare to defend themselves. Since all races
are at-large in North Las Vegas, these three
will run against a field of opponents, with
the top six moving on to the next round.
Robinson, a council veteran, has always
been a strong vote-getter, especially in the
older, established neighborhoods. He will
have the money and support from the establishment. Rhodes has remained quiet,
not making a lot of waves and getting
along with the new mayor, Michael Montandon. But Paula Brown is expected to be
a target if she decides to seek re-election .
Brown was the target of a failed recall
effort earlier this year, and will certainly face an onslaught by political opportunists looking to knock off a sitting city
councilwoman.

T

Lunch &rved 11:00 to '2:00 • Dinner &rved Nightly 5:30 to 10:00

~ The Aristocrat~
Restaurant

850 0. Qancho • 870-1977

BOULDER CITY
or the first time ever, this quiet community will have a chance to elect its
mayor. Previously the post was voted on
by the city council. Longtime councilman
Bob Ferraro, who previously served as
mayor, said he will seek the post. Ferraro
is well-liked and should be a strong contender. Councilman Bryan Nix also expressed interest, although he is disinclined
to run against Ferraro.
•

F

Mike Sullivan is the president of
Paladin Advertising, a local government
affairs and political consulting firm.
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BUSINESS OWNERS GIVE
THANKS FOR DEDUCTIONS

T

he financial aspects of running a business can be challenging - maximizing income, minimizing taxes, managing
cash flow. That's why small business owners everywhere need to make the most of
tax deductions to help offset expenses associated with growing a business. Identifying and claiming these deductions now
gives business owners something to be
thankful for when it comes time to calculate their tax bills. Here are 10 deductions
business owners should not overlook.

Credit card annual fees
and finance charges
Although it has been many years since taxpayers could deduct interest on personal
credit, fees and interest related to a credit
card you use for business are still deductible. Similarly, if you take out a personal loan and use the proceeds for your
business , the interest you pay is deductible. You must, however, show that the
money actually was used for business.

Expensing deduction
For 1998, you may elect to expense the
cost of up to $18,500 of qualified property
such as equipment or machinery you place
in service in your business. This means
you can write off the entire cost of qualifying business property in the frrst year
rather than depreciating it over a period of
years. The expensing deduction is reduced
dollar-for-dollar to the extent the total cost
of qualified property placed in service exceeds $200,000 during the tax year.

Industry specific expenses
The Internal Revenue Code allows businesses to deduct all ordinary and necessary
operating expenses. What's ordinary and
necessary typically varies from one industry to another. For example, while most
people are allowed to deduct the cost of
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professional publications, a person who
works in public relations may be able to
deduct the cost of almost any newspaper or
magazine because an awareness of the
media is critical to the public relations field.

requires you to keep receipts in order to
deduct business-related entertainment (and
lodging) expenses under $75, but you still
must maintain records so you can substantiate the deduction in the event of an audit.

Educational expenses

Obsolete inventory

Business owners may deduct the cost of
seminars, courses, or educational programs as long as the programs are ordinary
and necessary expenses of the business.

Goods that cannot be sold at normal prices
or in the usual way because of damage or
changes of style may be valued for deduction purposes at bona fide selling prices,
less direct costs of disposition.

B ad debts
As a business owner, you might not expect
to see the words thankful and bad debt in
the same sentence. But if you're unable to
collect money someone owes your business, you might very well be thankful to
learn Uncle S'am allows you to deduct the
amount of your bad debt -just so long as
you take the deduction in the year it becomes partly or totally worthless. It's important to keep detailed records to show
you have taken reasonable steps to collect.
A bad debt deduction by a cash-basis taxpayer can be taken only if an actual cash
loss has been sustained or if the amount
deducted was included in income.

Auto expenses
Many small business owners appreciate
the opportunity to deduct some of the costs
associated with using a car for business.
Tax law allows you to deduct the actual
costs such as gas, oil, insurance, repairs,
maintenance and depreciation, or you can
simply deduct 32.5 cents per mile, the IRS
standard mileage rate for 1998. In either
case, be sure you have the records to substantiate your deduction.

B usiness entertaining
If you entertain customers or clients, you
can deduct 50 percent of the cost if the expense is directly related to the business and
business is discussed. The IRS no longer

Charitable donations
Corporations can generally deduct donations, including inventory, up to a maximum of 10 percent of the company 's taxable income. This 10-percent overall
contribution rule applies to S corporations
as well. Individuals, including sole proprietors and partners, are allowed higher contribution limits up to 50 percent (with regard to cash contributions) of taxable
income. Be careful when donating inventory, however, because special rules apply.

R etirement p lans
IRS-qualified retirement plans provide
something for you to be thankful for now
and in the future. Contributions to IRSqualified retirement plans are tax deductible, providing you with a current benefit while helping to ensure a financially
secure future. What's more, as a busines
owner, you can take current tax deduction
for contributions to qualified retirement
plans for your employees.
There may be additional tax deduction
your business is eligible to claim. To be
sure you haven't overlooked any, spend
time to consult with a CPA so you can take
any necessary tax-related
the end of the year.
Prepared by the Nevada Society
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MARKETING
by John R. Graham

WHAT TODAY'S CUSTOMERS EXPECT
If you don't deliver, you don't get their business

K

nowing what customers expect may
be the most important key to successful selling. While every customer is interested in getting an appropriate price, many
in sales seem to think price is the primary
issue. In order to move away from a "price
focus" in sales, there are 10 customer expectations that, when met, help create
solid relationships .

Provide Solid Information
The copier salespeople told their story.
Each pitch was about the same. "How
many copies do you make a month?" was
the key question because it let them know
which machine to focus on for the sale.
Then the Xerox people came in with a different approach and a series of probing
questions . Without even thinking about it,
the customer began asking other questions,
and left the meeting with a better understanding of the available technology and
how it related to his company's needs.
Xerox had set itself apart by becoming a
credible resource for the customer.
Providing valid information tells customers you respect their ability to make
sound decisions. When prospects recognize they are respected, they are more
open and willing to do business.

Offer Options
Customers do not want to hear there is
only one solution. They respond positively
when given a selection. HomeQuote, a
company offering homeowners insurance,
compares five or six insurance programs.
The customer is given a series of options
and can make an informed choice from a
customized presentation. As a result, the
company has a 40 percent closing rate.
Options are essential because they ere-
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The superior salesperson
recognizes the need to win
the customer, not just sell
the customer. Meeting
customer expectations will
help achieve this crucial
selling objective.
ate dialogue and discussion. Once the customer asks questions and the salesperson
responds, a relationship develops that ends
in making more sales.

Single-Source Service
Time is disappearing. And with it comes a
discernible trend to avoid unnecessary coordination of services. For example, automobile manufacturers no longer build
components - such as seats. Instead, they
purchase them as pre-assembled units,
ready for installation. This type of streamlining is taking place in businesses of all
sizes where the goal is to simplify operations. Carefully configured and managed
bundled services have a strong appeal because they can result in focused responsibility, strong relationships, improved quality and more convenient communication.

The Technology Edge
This issue made an impact as we watched
a presentation using overhead transparencies. While there's a role for OH projectors, a computer-generated presentation is
what audiences expect to see.

While stopping somewhat short of predicting the demise of voice mail, the trend
is already moving toward e-mail because of
its greater flexibility. Voice messaging will
continue to play a role, but e-mail use will
increase because it communicates more information easily and accurately. Internet·
based video conferencing will soon explode because of its low cost.
Finding yourself behind the technology
curve becomes increasingly dangerous because of the message it sends.

Communication is Key
Even though customers aren' t always the
best communicators, they expect communication excellence today. Call it responsiveness, feedback, updating or status reporting, it all adds up to creating a
communication comfort level.
With downsized staff, customers depend
more on suppliers and vendors for
cation is one of them.

Be Flexible
Because they have less time to manage
their work and their lives, customers expect new levels of flexibility. Gateway.
Dell, Compaq, Micron and several other
computer companies were quick to grasp
this trend. They' ll give you a computer
the shelf and have it to you tomorrow, or
they will build one to your specifications
and get it there in 72 hours. Because customers see themselves as unique, the appeal must be unique as well. Flexible businesses possess a competitive edge.

Take Time to Consult
Today 's customers must be satisfied before
the sale if they are to remain satisfied after
the sale. If this description is accurate.

then the selling process changes to reflect
these new conditions.
The youthful salesperson at Staples
spends time with a father and his 15-yearold daughter who are looking to buy her a
laptop computer. The salesman takes time
to ask pertinent questions aimed at discovering how the computer will be used.
Only after the fact-finding is complete and
he has their confidence does he begin to
discuss the actual computers. He evaluates
each in terms of needs. The Staples salesman then helped the father and daughter
select the laptop that seemed appropriate.
When they left, having spent $3,000 for a
computer, printer and fax modem, they
were pleased with their decision. And because they were satisfied before the sale,
they remained satisfied after.
It's the consulting that makes the difference and leads to customer satisfaction.

Create a Seamless Relationship
Even if a customer places infrequent

orders, there is enormous value in maintaining a seamless relationship, one that reinforces why it's in the customer's best interest to continue doing business with you.
While being there when the customer
needs you is expected, being in front of
the customer continually sends the message that he or she can count on you. This
is why staying in touch with newsletters,
problem-solution case histories, product
updates and general industry information
can be so valuable. This sets a standard in
the customer's mind and differentiates
you from the competition.

Think Innovation
While customers look for new products,
they also expect new ideas. They gravitate
to them. New ideas send the message that
a company is alert and progressive.
However, something new could be a
double-edged sword. The Internet is an
example. Being able to talk about "our
Web site" isn't enough . Customers want

substance. Suppliers with value are those
who bring new ideas to their customers .

Be Candid
The poorest salespeople are those who attempt to finesse a situation by offering an
inadequate solution to a problem, either
because they do not have what's needed or
are willing to sell a lower-priced product
in order to make the sale. Once customers
discover they've been tricked, they eventually go elsewhere.
Candor does as much as anything to establish a salesperson's credibility, and it
results in customer confidence.
The superior salesperson recognizes the
need to win the customer, not just sell the
customer. Meeting these customer expectations will help achieve this crucial sell•
ing objective.
John R. Graham is president of Graham
Communications, a marketing services and
sales consulting firm founded in 1976.

We still use pencils.
In this age of faxing, e-mail, and surfing the net, communication has
become much less personalized.
At Kafoury, Armstrong & Co. we still believe in one on one
personalized service. ft's what you'd expect from evada's largest and
most respected independent accounting firm.
And, oh yes, our pencil use tip# 6: sharpen to a point and toss up
to the ceiling tiles to see if it sticks. Great fun.
However, we're serious about business, thats why we've been in
business helping evadans since 1941.

KI\FOURY, ARMSTRONG

& Co. I CERTIFIED Pusuc Accou 'TANTS

702.384.7717
RENO • lAS VEGAS • ELKO • fALLON • YERINGTON • WINNEMUCCA • (ARSON (ITY
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STRATEGIES
by George Fuller

BASIC PRACTICES ENHANCE WORKPLACE SAFETY
Simple measures protect 'vorkers and the bottom line
orkplace safety is an issue that
sometimes gets short shrift unless the
working environment is inherently dangerous. Yet even in an office setting, accidents
can happen if certain basic practices aren ' t
followed. Therefore, to minimize risks,
every manager should take routine measures to control health and safety problems. These include:
• SCHEDULE periodic meetings to emphasize the importance of safety. Risk
management starts with awareness, so constant reinforcement of the rules will keep
workers conscious of safety requirements.
• ENFORCE any formal health and safety regulations your company has implemented. These include rules aimed at
major job-related hazards, as well as relatively routine regulations on smoking and
food in work areas.
• ENCOURAGE employee suggestions
for improved safety measures. After all, no
one knows the potential hazards of a particular piece of equipment better than the person operating it. For this reason, employee
input is one of the simplest and most effective accident prevention techniques .
• EMPHASIZE safety-conscious habits.
Often, accidents happen because workers
are rushing to finish their work, and/or fail
to seek assistance when attempting a task
requiring more than one person .
• MAKE CERTAIN employees wear all
required safety equipment, such as safety
glasses and protective clothing.
• AVOID OVERWORKING employees so
that fatigue becomes an accident factor.
This is particularly important where overtime is scheduled on a regular basis. Along
the same lines, assignments requiring
strenuous physical effort should be alternated between workers if at all feasible.

W
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Asking employees for suggestions to improve safety measures is one of the simplest
and most effective accident
prevention techniques. After
all, no one knows the potential hazards of a particular
p1ece of equipment better
than the person operating it.
• KEEP WORK areas clean and obstaclefree. If maintenance and janitorial services
are inadequate, notify upper management.
• RESPOND promptly to employee complaints about the work area. Some gripes
may be legitimate, while others may
amount to little more than unreasonable
expectations on the part of workers. This is
particularly true with facility management
issues such as temperature control, where
a large area may be regulated by one thermostat. Here, you may find some people
complaining it's too hot, while others find
it too cold. Naturally, if a serious facilities
problem exists in areas such as heating,
cooling, or lighting, bring the matter to the
attention of top management.
• PROMPTLY REPAIR malfunctioning
equipment, and quickly replace lost or
stolen tools . Otherwise, workers may be
injured trying to operate defective machinery, or using the wrong tools as a
makeshift arrangement.
• CONSIDER health and safety aspects

when replacing furniture, fixtures , or
equipment. Requisition functional items
designed to reduce stress and fatig ue.
• LOOK FOR WAYS to improve the layout of the working area, both to enhance
safety and improve efficiency. When space
limitations and other constraints are beyond your control, there?.s little you can do
on your own. However, many aspects, of
work area layout are relatively easy to
change. These include minor rearrangements to eliminate distractions from people tracking through a work area, or to
make things easier to reach.
• DEMONSTRATE your concern for any
injured worker. Further, consistent with
company policy, encourage injured workers to return to work as soon as possible.
• SEEK OUT the cause of any job-related injury to see if anything can be done to
prevent a recurrence.
• TRANSFER workers who consistently
violate safety rules to jobs where safety
factors are less of a concern.
• ABOVE ALL, keep in mind that emphasizing safety sends a signal to workers
that you care about their well-being. This
alone can go a long way toward preventing
injuries and making your employees more
safety-conscious.
It may be hard at times to concentrate on
safety, especially in a work environment
such as an office that's relatively free from
the risk of accidents. However, accidents
can happen anywhere, and if one occurs in
your area, you don't want to wonder if it
could have been prevented by paying more
attention to safety measures.
•

George Fuller is the author of The FirstTime Supervisor's Survival Guide, published by Prentice Hall.
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Hotel room rates flat, while gaming supply
firms show dramatic gains
hose concerned about the Nevada
economy must maintain careful
watch over the hoteVresort industry, and a
look at this month's lists shows room rates
at most hotels and resorts have either flattened out or dropped since last year. While
many factors affect room rates, the heightened competition for tourism dollars both
within Nevada and in other regions is likely a critical contributor to falling room
rates. The problem may worsen as a glut
of new rooms opens in Las Vegas in the
next 18 months.
Despite such issues in the hoteVresort
industry, gaming service and supplies
companies have, in many cases, posted
significant growth since last year's list.
Some gaming supply firms have more
than doubled the number of employees on
the payroll, an indication the services such

T

business provide are still much needed.
As retail shopping becomes an increasingly important part of the tourism experience in Nevada's markets, expect the
number of shopping centers to grow. From
high-end retail developments available at
resorts to grocery store-anchored centers
designed to feed a burgeoning population,
retail development in Nevada should continue unabated for some time to come.
Also growing substantially are insurance brokerages, which must strive to
accommodate a population with increasingly diverse insurance needs. Many
have added employees in the effort to
serve Nevada, a state with some of the
United States ' highest uninsured rates.
Perhaps a growing, highly professional
insurance brokerage community can help
reverse that trend.
•
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Jan eva bridges the gap between the Internet and
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FOUNDED

SPECIAL AMENm ES

O WN ER(S)

MGM Grand Hotel & Casino
3799 Las Vegas Blvd. S. , LV 89109

891-7265

5,005

$69 - $189

1993

2 Showrooms, Grand Garden Events Arena, 11 Restaurants, 6.6-Acre, 5-Pool
Complex w/ Jacuuis, Grand Spa Resort, 380,000-Sq .-Ft. Conference Center

Publicly Owned NYSE:
MGG

2 Luxor Las Vegas
3900 Las Vegas Blvd. S. , LV 89119

262-4000

4,467

59- 300

1993

7 Restaurants, Ra Nightclub, 2D/ 3D Theater, 15,000-Sq .-Ft. Convention Center,
Spa, Retail Mall, Showroom

Circus Circus
Enterprises, Inc.

3 Excalibur Hotel/Casino
3850 Las Vegas Blvd. S. , LV 89109

597-7777

4,008

35 - 150

1990

King Arthur's Tournament Dinner Show, 2 Wedding Chapels, 6 Restaurants,
12,000-Sq.-Ft. Meeting Space, 2 Pools, Midway

Circus Circus
Enterprises. Inc.

4 Circus Circus
2880 Las Vegas Blvd. S. , LV 89109

734-0410

3,744

39 & up

1968

The Adventuredome Theme Park, Circus Acts, 399-Space Circusland RV Park,
8 Restaurants, 3 Pools, Promenade Shopping Dis!., Wedding Chapel

Circus Circus
Enterprises, Inc.

5 Harrah's Las Vegas Casino & Hotel
3475 Las Vegas Blvd. S. , LV 89109

369-5000

2,700

89 - 109

1973

6 Restaurants, Nightly Entertainment, Full-Service Salon and Health Spa,
2,000 Slot Machines, 75 Table Games, 103,000-Sq.-Ft. Casino

Harrah's Entertainment,
Inc.

6 Rio Suite Hotel & Casino
3700 W. Flamingo Rd ., LV 89103

252-7777

2,600

70 - 800

1990

Conv./Mtg. Space, Masquerade Show in the Sky, Restaurants, Health Spa/Salon ,
Retail Shopping, Wine Cellar

Rio Properties, Inc.

7 Stardust Hotel & Casino
3000 Las Vegas Blvd. S. , LV 89109

732-6111

2,119

36 - 300

DND

Casino, 6 Restaurants, 2 Swimming Pools, Shopping Mall, Valet Parking/Free Self
Parking, 25,000-Sq.-Ft. Meeting Space

Boyd Gaming Corp.

8 New York-New York Hotel & Casino
3790 Las Vegas Blvd. S., LV 89109

740-6833

2,034

79- 219

1997

Replicas of Statue of Liberty, Brooklyn Bridge, NY Skyline, Times Square, Central
Park Theme, Wedding Chapel, Manhattan Express Roller Coaster

MGM Grand , Inc./
Primadonna Resorts

9 Reno Hilton
2500 E. Second St., Reno 89595

789-2075

2,001

69 - 119

1978

200,000-Sq.-Ft. Mtg. Space, 50-Lane Bowling Ctr., Golf Driving Range, 8,000-Seat
Outdoor Amphitheater, 1,700-Seat Indoor Showroom, Thrill Ride, Laser Tag Arena

Hilton Hotels Corp.

10 Flamingo Hilton Laughlin
1900 S. Casino Dr., Laughlin 89029

298-8319

1,912

17 -

59

1990

Nightly Live Entertainment/ Showroom, On the Banks of the Colorado River, Recently Renovated, Expanding Conv. Space, Located Center Strip in Laughlin

Hilton Hotels Corp.

11

Golden Nugget Hotel & Casino
129 E. Fremont St., LV 89101

385-7111

1,907

44 - 259

1946

Casino, Newly Remodeled Rooms/Suites, 5 Restaurants, Health Spa/Beauty Salon,
Outdoor Olympic-Size Pool, 25,000-Sq. -Ft. Mtg. Space

Bob Sheldon

12 Tropicana Resort & Casino
3801 Las Vegas Blvd . S., LV 89109

739-2222

1,850

39 - 289

1957

5-Acre Garden / Pool, 8 Restaurants, Wildlife Walk-Exotic Birds, Monkeys, Reptiles,
Wedding Chapel, Shows, Lounge Entertainment

Aztar Corp.

13 Sahara Hotel & Casino
2535 Las Vegas Blvd. S., LV 89109

737-2525

1,708

55 - 250

1952

Virtual Reality: Sahara SpeedWorld, Recently Renovated and Remodeled, New
Restaurants, 75,000-Sq.-Ft Casino, New Pool and Jacuui

William G. Bennett

14 Ramada Express Hotel Casino
2121 S. Casino Dr., Laughlin 89029

298-6231

1,501

18 - 149

1988

Adult-Only Tower, Covered/Valet Parking, Free 1940s Museum/ Multimedia Show,
5 Restaurants, Free Lounge Entertainment

Aztar Corp.

15 Edgewater Hotel/ Casino
2020 S. Casino Dr., Laughlin 89029

298-2453

1,428

18 - 150

1983

Steakhouse Buffet, 24-Hr. Coffee Shop, Free Live Entertainment, Adult-Only Accommodations Available, Covered/Valet Park, Pool/Spa, Banquet/Mig. Facilities

Circus Circus
Enterprises, Inc.

16 Riverside Resort
1650 S. Casino Dr., Laughlin 89029

298-2535

1,404

17 -

89

1966

6-Piex Movie Theater, 32-Lane Bowling Ctr., 900-Space RV Park, Supervised
Childcare Center, 6 Restaurants, 2 Free Car Exhibits, Swimming Pools

Don Laughlin

17 Peppermill Hotel Casino
2707 S. Virginia St. , Reno 89502

826-2121

1,070

49 - 500

1971

Free Valet Parking, 6 Restaurants, 9 Bars, 24-Hr. Complimentary Health Club, Nightly Live Entertainment, Conv. Ctr./Mtg. Space, Yr.-Round Heated Waterfall Pool

Nat Carasali, Bill Paganetti,
Tom/ Albert See no

18 JackieGaughan 'sPiazaHotei &Casino
1 Main St., LV 89101

386-21 10

1,037

30-

75

1971

Jogging Track, Tennis Courts, Amtrak and Greyhound Depot, Convention Hall &
Banquet Facilities, Wedding Chapel

John D. Jackie Gaughan

19 The Orleans Hotel & Casino
4500 W. Tropicana Ave. , LV 89103

365-7111

840

39 - 250

1996

Conv./Bus. Center, Wedding Chapel, 70-Lane Bowling Center, 12-Piex Mo~ie

Coast Resorts, Inc.

20 California Hotel & Casino
12 Ogden Ave., LV 89125

385-1222

781

35 - 110

1975

Haw aiian Decor, 7 Shops, Arcade, Sportsbook, Conv./Banquet Facilities,
5 Restaurants

Boyd Gaming Corp.

21

800331-5334

750

35 - 135

1986

5 Restaurants, 24- Hr. Rm. Svc., Full Casino, 650-Seat Bingo Parlor, 72- Lane Bowling
Center, Sports/Race Book, Free Strip Shuttle, 2 Show Lounges, 2 Movie Theaters

Coast Resorts, Inc.

22 The Desert Inn Resort
31 45 Las Vegas Blvd. S. , LV 89109

733-4444

715

215 - 10,000

1948

18-Hole Championship Golf Course, Spa, Entertainment, Meeting/ Function Facilities

Starwood Hotels &
Resorts Worldw ide

23

Hotel San Remo
115 E. Tropicana Ave., LV 89109

739-9000

711

59 - 295

1989

5 Restaurants, Yr.-Round Heated Pool, lounge w/ live Entertainment,
Show-Broadway Cabaret

S. Izumi

24

Sam's Town
5111 Boulder Hwy. , LV 89122

454-8084

650

45 - 120

1979

12 Restaurants, 2 RV Parks, Pool , Dance Hall, Western Emporium Store, 56 -Lane
Bow ling Center

Boyd Gaming Corp.

25

Fitzgerald's-Las Vegas
301 Fremont St., LV 89101

388-2400

638

DND

1988

DND

DND

26 Flamingo Hilton Reno
255 N. Sierra St. , Reno 89501

785-7210

604

59 - 219

1989

24-Hr. Casino, 6 Restaurants, 10,000-Sq .-Ft. Conv. Space, Live Entertainment,
800-Seat Main Showroom

Hilton Hotels Corp.

27 Atlantis Casino Resort
3800 S. Virginia St. , Reno 89502

824-4400

590

49 - 159

1991

Across from Reno-Sparks Convention Center, Mountain/City Views, 5 Restaurants,
Casino, Atlantis Nightclub, Courtesy Shuttle

John Farahi/Monarch
Casino Resorts

28 Alexis Park Resort
375 Harmon Ave. , LV 89109

796-3300

495

89 - 350

1984

All Suite, Non-Gaming, Mediterranean-Style Resort, 50,000-Sq. -Ft. Function Space,
Pegasus Restaurant/Pisces Bar

DND

29 Sunset Station Hotel & Casino
1301 W. Sunset Rd., Hdn 89014

547-7777

457

49 - 119

1997

Restaurants, Entertainment. Shuttle, 10,000+ Sq. Ft. of Mtg. Rms. , Banquet Facilities, 3,000+ Slot/Video Poker Machines, 13-Screen Movie Complex, Kids Quest

Station Casinos

30 Fremont Hotel & Casino
200 E. Fremont St. , LV 89101

385-3232

447

40 -

85

DND

5 Restaurants, Sportsbook, Recently Refurbished Rooms/ Suites, Meeting/ Banquet
Facilities

Boyd Gaming Corp.

31

Las Vegas Club Hotel & Casino
18 E. Fremont St. , LV 89101

385-1664

418

30 - 250

1980

40,000-Sq.-Ft. Casino, Race & Sportsbook, 24-Hr. Restaurants, Lounge, Bars,
Banquet/Meeting Facilities

Jackie Gaughan

32

Pioneer Hotel & Gambling Hall
2200 Casino Dr., Laughlin

298-2442

417

35 -

45

1982

Western Motif

Santa Fe Gaming Corp.

33 Main St. Station Casino, Brewery & Hotel
200 N. Main St. , LV 89101

387-1896

406

45 - 175

1996

$4 Million Antique Collection, Buffet, Brewery, Victorian Setting

Boyd Gaming Corp.

34

Fitzgerald 's Casino Hotel-Reno
255 N. Virginia St. , Reno 89501

785-3300

351

18 - 250

1984

Next to the Reno Arch, 3 Restaurants, Daily/ Nightly Entertainment, Slots,
Sports book

Fitzgerald's Gaming Corp.

35

Hard Rock Hotel & Casino
4455 Paradise Rd., LV 89109

693-5000

339

75 - 205

1995

1,400-Seat M usic Venue, Pool/ Beach Clu b/ Cabanas/Sand Beach, Underwater
Music, Restaurants, Hard Rock Retail Store, Rock 'n' Roll M emorabilia

Peter Morton

733-7777

316

29 - 200

1972

All Rms. w/ Refrigerator/ Coffee Maker/ Wet Bar, Fuii-Svc. Casino, 24-Hr. Restaurant,
Live Entertainment, 24-Hr. Heated Pool/ Spa

The Mayer Corp.

oo:

HOTEL
ADDR ESS

Gold Coast Hotel & Casino
4000 W. Flamingo Rd., LV 89103

36 KeyLargo Casino at the Quality Inn
377 E. Flamingo Rd. , LV 89109

Theate~. Child Care Center, Arcade, 5 Restaurants, Pool/Spa/Jacuzzi
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Ranked by Total Rooms
~ HOTEL
~ AD DRESS
37 Vacation Village Hotel/Casino
6711 Las Vegas Blvd. S., LV 89119

PHONE

TOTAL

ROOMS

RooM
RATES

YEAR
foUNDED

SPECIAL AMENm Es

O WNER(s)

897-1700

315

35- 125

1990

2 Restaurants, Snack Area, Gift Shop, Beauty Salon/Barber Shop, Heated Pool/Hot
Tub, Banquet Rooms

CEH Properties

38 World Trade Center
901 E. Desert Inn Rd. , LV 89109

369-5750

310

35 - 195

1994

Outdoor Heated Pool/Jacuzzi, Restaurant, Lounge, Nightly Entertainment,
Refrigerators in All Rooms, Behind Las Vegas Convention Center

AEI, Inc.

39 Silverton Hotel Casino
3333 Blue Diamond Rd., LV 89139

263-7777

304

33-

69

1997

460-Space RV Park, 5 Pools, Nightly Lounge Entertainment

Ed Roski, Jr.

40 Hilton Grand Vacations Club
3575 Las Vegas Blvd. S. , LV 89109

697-2921

301

B9- 409

1994

All Suite, Non-Gaming, Health Spa, Pool, Jacuzzi Tubs, Located at Center
Las Vegas Strip

Hilton Hotels Corp.

41

Golden Nugget Laughlin
2300 S. Casino Dr., Laughlin 89028

298-7111

300

25-

70

19BB

River View Rooms, Non-Smoking, King/Double Queens, Pool/Courtyard Views

Mirage Resorts

42

Super 8 Motel
4250 S. Koval Ln., LV 89109

794-0888

290

22 - 100

1960

World's Largest Super B. Swimming Pool/ Jacuzzi, 1 Block from Strip, Casino/ Brewery

DND

43

Holiday Inn & Diamonds Casino
1000 E. Sixth St. , Reno 89512

786-5 151

286

49-

69

1972

Card Keys, Security Floor, 24-Hr. Casino/ Diner, 9,000-Sq.-Ft. Banquet Facility, View
Top Banquet Room, Free Parking, Free Airport/Downtown Shuttle Service

J.Q. Hammons

44 Western Village Inn & Casino
815 Nicholes Blvd. , Sparks 89431

331-1069

280

50 - 130

19B3

Outdoor Pool, Free ParkingNalet, Free Airport Shuttle, Complimentary
Coupon Book

Peppermilllnc.

45 Convention Center Marriott Suites
325 Convention ctr. Dr., LV 89109

650-2000

278

99 - 300

1997

Guest Room Work Stations, 2,400-Sq.-Ft. Ballroom, Concierge , Free Airport
Shuttle, Restaurant

46 Airport Plaza Hotel
1981 Terminal Way, Reno 89509

348-6370

270

69 - 129

1982

Restaurant, 9-Hole Putting Green, Complimentary Health Club, Lounge, Casino,
Business Level Rooms

Western Hospitality
Group

47 Arizona Charlie's Hotel & Casino
740 S. Decatur Blvd., LV 89107

258-5200

258

38-

69

198B

24-Hr. Bingo, Pool/Jacuzzi, Conv./Banquet Facilities, Free Strip Shuttle, 5 Restaurants

Bruce Becker

48 Hughes Ctr. Residence Inn by Marriott
370 Hughes Center Dr., LV 89109

650-0040

256

89- 199

1998

4 Meeting Rooms, Exercise Facilities, Separate Living/ Sleeping Areas, Fully-Equipped
Kitchens, Complimentary Daily Newspapers, Grocery Shopping Services

49

796-9000

251

75 - 300

1994

Airport/Strip Shuttle, Whirlpool Tubs in Executive Suites, Pool/ Spa, Meeting
Facilities, Complimentary Continental Breakfast, Non-Gaming

La Quinta Inns, Inc.

50 Barbary Coast Hotel & Casino
3595 Las Vegas Blvd. S., LV 89109

737-7111

216

39 - 500

1979

Gourmet Restaurants

Coast Resorts, Inc.

51

Nevada Palace Hotel & Casino
5255 Boulder Hwy., LV 89122

458-8810

210

40 - 100

1979

Truck/Bus Parking, 160-Space RV Park, 5,000-Sq.-Ft. Meeting Space, Catering,
Outdoor Pool/Spa, 2 Restaurants/ Deli

Wortman

52

Downtowner Motel
129 N. Eighth St. , LV B9101

384-1441

205

25 -

70

1968

TV/VCR/ Cable, Free Local Calls/ Faxes, Free Breakfast, Pool

Ada Cohen

53

Crowne Plaza Hotel
4255 S. Paradise Rd. , LV 89109

369-4400

201

145 - 185

1990

All Suites, Concierge Level, Meeting Facilities, Restaurant/Bar, Pool/Jacuzzi/ Exercise
Room, Complimentary Airport Shuttle

DND

54 Santa Fe Hotel & Casino
4949 N. Rancho Rd., LV 89130

658-4900

200

69

1991

NHL-Size Ice Arena, 60-Lane Bowling Center, 3 Restaurants

Santa Fe Gaming
Corp.

55 Conv. Ctr. Residence Inn by Marriott
3225 Paradise Rd ., LV 89109

796-9300

192

109 - 349

1989

56 Barcelona Hotel & Casino
5011 E. Craig Rd., LV 89115

644-6300

177

30 -

75

1987

Kitchenettes, Color TV, Pool/ Spa, Tennis Courts

Jewel L. Dixon

57

Bourbon Street Hotel & Casino
120 E. Flamingo Rd., LV 89109

737-7200

166

39 -

89

1978

24-Hr. Restaurant/Room Service, 24-Hr. Bar, Gaming, Complimentary
Covered Parking

DND

58

Nevada Hotel & Casino
235 S. Main St. , LV 89101

385-7311

160

23-

99

1974

Meeting Rooms, Next to Fremont St. Experience

Ann S. Meyers

59 Green Valley Courtyard by Marriott
2800 N. Gr. Valley Pkwy., Hdn 89014

434-4700

155

89 - 139

1998

Wheelchair Accessible/ Hearing Impaired Rooms, Complimentary Exercise Room,
3 Meeting Rooms, Audio-Visual Equipment Avail., Restaurant (Breakfast Only)

American Nevada
Corp.

59 The Carriage House
105 E. Harmon Ave. , LV 89109

79B-1020

155

79 - 345

1974

Condominiums w/Kitchens, Airport Shuttle, Pool/ Spa, Tennis Court, Rooftop
Restaurant/Lounge, Half-Block off Strip

Timeshare Hotel

61

Holiday Inn-Emerald Springs
325 E. Flamingo Rd. , LV 89109

732-9100

150

69 - 159

1991

Complimentary Airport and Strip Shuttle, All Rooms w/ Wet Bar, Refrigerator, Coffee
Brewer, Hair Dryer, Color TV & Remote, Cable, Pay Per View, Suites w/ Microwave

Host Marriott

62

Convention Ctr. Courtyard by Marriott
3275 Paradise Rd. , LV 89109

791-3600

149

99- 189

19B9

Large Work Desks, Phones w/Dataports, Breakfast Buffets, Swimming/Whirlpools

Zoq ob Enterprises

63

Green Valley Residence Inn by Marriott
2190 Olympic Ave., Hdn 89014

434-2700

126

89 - 149

1998

Sport Court-Volleyball, Tennis, Basketball, Fully-Equipped Kitchens, Grocery Shopping Service, Complimentary Social Hour, Continental Breakfast Buffets, 2 Mtg. Rms.

American Nevada
Corp.

64 Super 8 Las Vegas/Boulder City
704 Nevada Hwy., Boulder City B9005

294-8888

114

44 - 111

1986

Indoor Pool/ Spa, Kitchenettes, Meeting Rooms, Cable/ HBO, Theme Suites
w/Jacuzzi

M&A LLC

65 Comfort Inn South
5075 Koval Ln., LV 89119

736-3600

106

38- 120

1988

Free Deluxe Continental Breakfast, Cable/Remote TV/ HBO

Cox Management
Properties

65 Golden Gate Hotel & Casino
1 Fremont St. , LV 89101

3B5-1906

106

38 -

53

1906

In-House Coffee, Free USA Today Paper, Bed & Breakfast, Fremont St. Light Show

Mark Brandenburg

67 Algiers Hotel
2845 Las Vegas Blvd. S., LV 89109

735-3311

105

35 - 125

1953

Pool, Parking by Room, Restaurant/Lounge/Video Slot Bar, Walking Distance to
Convention Center/Wet n' Wild

Larry W. and
Hicks Kifer

6B

79B-5530

100

49 - 129

1979

Complimentary Continental Breakfast, Free Airport/ Area Shuttle, Atri um Lobby, lnRm. Coffee/Hair Dryers, Guest Laundry, Int. Corridors

McCarran Inn Associales

69 Best Western Main St. Inn
1000 N. Main St. , LV 89101

3B2-3455

91

49 - 125

1990

Restaurant/Lounge, Video Poker Machines, Free Shuttle Bus, Color TV / Cable,
Ample Parking, Children Under 12 Free

Spinsig Operating
Corp.

70 Budget Inn & Suites
390 N. Sandhill, Mesquite 89027

346-7444

67

35- 110

1996

Heated Outdoor Pool/ Jacuzzi, Free Coffee/ Tea Bar, Free HBO, Bridal/ Presidential
Suites, Family Suites w/Microwaves-Fridges

Kevin Ence

71

Best Western Heritage Inn
4975 S. Valley View Blvd., LV 891 18

798-7736

59

69 - 195

1996

DND

DND

72

Travelodge Downtown
2028 S. Fremont St. , LV 89101

384-7540

58

38- 120

DND

Outdoor Pool, Free Parking, Color TV, Showtime, Free Local Calls, Coffee in Room

Hasu Desai

La Quinta Inn
3970 S. Paradise Rd. , LV 89109

Best Western McCarran Inn
4970 Paradise Rd., LV B9119

DND =Did not disclose

'Renovated 1997

49 -

Grocery Shopping Service, Room Service via Marriott Suites, Hospitality Hour, Com' plimentary Daily Newspapers, Continental Breakfast, Heated Pool/ Outdoor Pool

Host Marriott

~ Note: The above information was supplied by representatives of the listed companies in response to faxed survey forms. Companies not appearing did not respond, To the best of our knowledge. the information is accurate as of press
BOOK I!!i!]LISTS
OF
l.l.lt.L:J While every effort is made to ensure accuracy and thoroughness, errors and omissions do occur. Send corrections or additions on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Book of Usts, Research Dept., 2127 Paradise Rd. , LV, NV 891
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SNOWMOBILING • SKIING • TUBING • SNOWBOARDfNG

KIDS
• SKI SCHOOL .
• DAY CARE • TUBING
• FAMILY ACTIVITIES

1'A2

THE PRICE
OF OTHER
SKI RESORTS

LODGING
• CONDOS • HOTEL ROOMS
• SUITES
• FIREPLACES
• HOT TUBS • SKI IN-SKI OUT

(TOLL FREE)

Clbb 1-877-IH-HESOHTS
1-877- 247-3767

''WE COVER THE MOUNTAIN''
• FAMILY PACKAGES • EXECUTIVE PACKAGES • CLUBS • RENTALS • LIFT TICKETS
• SNOWCAT POWDER SKIING • ALL BUDGETS • GREAT RESTAURANTS

JUST 3 HOURS FROM LAS VEGAS

www.bhresorts.com
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TopRankiNevada
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Shopping Centers
Ranked by Gross Leasable Square Footage
GRoss So.
:.::

~

SHOPPING ( ENTER

LEASING COMPANY

Fr.

YR. BUILT OR
RENOVATED

No.

STORES

PARKING
SPACES

Cm

L EASING A GENT

Boulevard Mall
352B Maryland Pkwy.

Las Vegas

General Growth Properties, Inc.
Babette Y. lsrawi

818-673-1039

1,250,000
1967/1992

146
5,825

Dillard's, Macy's, J.C. Penney, Sears

2

Galleria at Sunset
Sunset Rd. & Galleria Dr.

Henderson

DND
Gail Enderwood

213-488-0010

900,000
1996

130
5,500

Dillard's, J.C. Penney, Robinson 's-May

3

Fashion Show Mall
3200 Las Vegas Blvd. S.

Las Vegas

The Rouse Co.
DND

369-0704

840,000
1981/1993

145
3,600

Saks Fifth Ave. , Neiman Marcus,
May, Dillard's, Macy's

4

Tropicana Center
Tropicana Ave. & Pecos Rd.

Las Vegas

Colliers International
Scot Marker

735 -5700

605,000
DND

30
DND

5

The Forum Shops at Caesars
3500 Las Vegas Blvd. S.

Las Vegas

Simon Property Group
Jeff Silbert

893-3807

526,000
1992/1997

DND

Virgin MegaStore, NikeTown, FAO
Chinois, Cheesecake Factory

6

Best in the West
Rain bow & Lake Mead Blvds.

Las Vegas

Realty Holdings Group
Keith W. Bassett

384-4488

470,000
1996

25
DND

Best Buy, Petsmart, Jo Ann Etc., Borders
Books, Old Navy

7

Fashion Outlet of Las Vegas
32100 Las Vegas Blvd. S.

Primm

Gordon Group Holdings Inc.
Hanna Streuver

650-9111

400,000
1998

100+
2,065

8

Cheyenne Commons
Rainbow Blvd. & Cheyenne Ave.

Las Vegas

Pan Pacific Retail Properties
Steve Erhard

258-4330

362,758
1992

45
DND

9

Sahara Pavilion North
Sahara Ave. & Decatur Blvd.

Las Vegas

Pan Pacific Retail Properties
Steve Erhard

258-4330

333 ,679
1989

DND

10

Gateway Business Park
6316-6360 S. Pecos Rd. &
3460-3490 E. Sunset Rd .

Las Vegas

Great American Capital
Bob Miller, CCIM

253-5751

330,000
1997/ 1998

50+
900

11

Rancho Sierra Center
4400-4530 N. Rancho Dr.

Las Vegas

The Abrams Co.
DND

818-986-1455

315,562
1990

31
DND

12

Meadows Mall
4300 Meadows Lane

Las Vegas

General Growth Properties, Inc.
Mark Adair

818-673-1000

314,000
1978/1 995

140+
4,750

Dillard 's, J.C. Penney, Macy's, Sears

13

Kietzke Shopping Center
Kietzke & E. Moana Lns.

Reno

Grubb & Ellis/ NV Commercial Group
Rick LaMay, CCIM

332-2800

275,233
1976

22
1,260

Mervyn's, Target

14

Lama Vista Center
4530, 4620, 4640 Meadows Ln.

Las Vegas

Wing Fang & Associates
Ken Fang, CPM

646-5711

275 ,000
1978

17
DND

15

TBD••
Craig Rd. & Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.

N. Las Vegas

CB Richard Ellis
Kit Graski/ Alex 0

369-4800

270,000
1999

TBD
TBD

16

Maryland Crossing
Flamingo Rd. & Maryland Pkwy.

Las Vegas

Colliers International
Scot Marker

735-5700

260,000
DND

23
DND

17

Vegas Pointe Plaza
9155 Las Vegas Blvd. S.

Las Vegas

DND
Ginny Perkins

897 -9090

229,958
1992

50
1,252

18

Rainbow Promenade
Lake Mead & Rainbow Blvds.

Las Vegas

Pan Pacific Retail Properties
Steve Erhard

258-4330

228,279
1995/1 997

26
DND

United Artists, Linens N Th ings, Barnes &
Noble, Cost Plus, Petco, Office Max

19

Park Place Shopping Center
Maryland Pkwy. & Twain Ave.

Las Vegas

Realty Holdings Group
Keith W. Bassett

384-4488

225,000
1978

20
DND

Von 's, Mervyn 's, Service Merchandise

20

TBD
Silverado Ranch & Bermuda

Las Vegas

CB Richard Ellis
Kit Graski/Alex 0

369 -4800

218,000
TBD

TBD
TBD

TBD

21

Hualapai Commons
Charleston Blvd. & Hualapai Way

Las Vegas

CB Richard Ellis
Kit Graski/ Aiex 0

369-4800

215,141
1999

TBD
TBD

Smith's Food & Drug Centers

22

Best on the Bou levard
3850 S. Maryland Pkwy.

Las Vegas

Realty Holdings Group
Keith W. Bassett

384-4488

206,000
1994

DND

23

Double Diamond
Double R & S. Meadows Pkwy.

Reno

Grubb & Ellis/ NV Commercial Group
Roxanne Stevenson

332 -2800

200,000
DND

DND
DND

DND

23

TBD
Sahara Ave. & Hualapai Way

Las Vegas

CB Richard Ellis
Kit Graski/ Alex 0

369-4800

200,000
TBD

TBD
TBD

TBD

25

Showcase
3785 Las Vegas Blvd. S.

Las Vegas

Forest City Enterprises
Bob Shapiro

213 -488-0010

193,000
1996

1,400

26

Silver State Plaza
Prater Way & McCarran Blvd.

Sparks

Grubb & Ellis/NV Commercial Gro up
Roxanne Stevenson

332-2800

188,353
1976

44
1,000

27

Ridgeview Plaza
McCarran Blvd. & Mae Anne

Reno

Grubb & Ellis/NV Commercial Group
Roxanne Stevenson

332-2800

186,911
1989

20
DND

28

Crossroads at Sunset
1445 Sunset Rd.

Henderson

Thomas & Mack
Aggie Knoblock

368-4200

165 ,000
1995

13
N/A

28

Smithridge Plaza
McCarran Blvd. & Smithridge Dr.

Reno

Grubb & Ellis/NV Commercial Group
Roxanne Stevenson

332-2800

165,000
1983

31
DND

30

Paradise Plaza
2100 Oddie Blvd.

Sparks

Gaston & Wilkerson Mgmt. Group
Cyndie Frankenhauser

828- 191 1

163,911
1972

30
960

31

Sahara Pavilion South
Sahara Ave. & Decatur Blvd.

Las Vegas

Pan Pacific Retail Properties
Steve Erhard

258-4330

160,682
1990

24
DND

Sports Authority, Michael's Arts & Crafts,
Office Max

32

Pebble MarketPlace
1500 N. Green Valley Pkwy.

Henderson

American Nevada Corp.
David A. Grant

458-8855

160,000
1997

30
DND

Smith 's Food & Drug, Wendy's, Bank of
America, First Security Bank

33

Nellis Crossing
Nellis & Charleston Blvds.

Las Vegas

Colliers International
Scot Marker

735-5700

150,000
DND

25
DND

Target, Mervyn's, CarpetMax

34

Sunset Plaza
1000-1152 Sunset Rd.

Henderson

Laurich Properties
DND

220 -4500

146,635
1993

22
DND

Home Depot

35

Northshore Plaza
8300-8410 W. Cheyenne Ave.

Las Vegas

Laurich Properties
DND

220-4500

145,956
1997

26
DND

Lucky's, Sav-On , Sears

36

Henderson Shopping Village
826-898 S. Boulder Hwy.

Henderson

The Abrams Co.
DND

8 18-986-1455

133,332
1983

28
DND

Smith's Food & Drug, Big 0 Tires, Ched<eAuto Parts

37

South Shores Center
8502 -8584 W. Lake Mead Blvd.

Las Vegas

Wing Fang & Associates
Ken Fang, CPM

646-5711

132,700
1991

23
DND

Albertson's, PayLess Drugs, U.S. Bar•

38

Green Valley Tow n & Country
Green Valley Pkwy. & Sunset Rd.

Henderson

Pan Pacific Retail Properties
Steve Erhard

258-4330

130,722
1990

36
DND

Lucky/ Sav-On Super Store, Euphor.:
Day Spa

LOCATION
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105

68

7

5

ANCHOR STORES

~nl>imonn ·<

Wai -Mart, Michael's, Musician's Friend,
Sears Hardware

Last Cali / Neiman Marcus-The Clearance
Williams Sonoma Marketplace, Just for Feet
Wai -Mart, Jumbo Sports, 24 Hour Fitness,
Ross Dress for Less
Von's, Long's, TJ Maxx, Borders Books
Pep Boys, Carpet Barn , Payless Cashways

Kmart, Smith's Food & Drug, Hallmark Gold
Crown Store

Mervyn's, Sav-On Drugs, Toys R Us
Home Depot
Target, Payless Shoes
VF Factory Outlet, West Point Stevens, SAS
Shoes, Dress Barn

Best Buy, Cost Plus, Copeland Sports

World of Coca-Cola, M&M's World , All Star
Cafe, GameWorks, United Artists
Safeway, Mervyn's, Sav-On Drugs
Shapka, Safeway
Toys R Us, Sports Authority, Borders Books
Stein mart, Trader Joe's, Long's
Kmart, Ideal Drugs

TopRankiNevada
STATEW I D E BOOK OF L ISTS

Shopping Centers

(continued)

Ranked by Gross Leasable Square Footage
SHO!'P!HG ( ENTER
l.oc.mo!i

LEASING COMPANY

GRoss Sa. Fr.

No. STOR ES

YR. BUILT OR
RENOVATED

PAR KING

CITY

LEASING AGENT

Reno

Grubb & Ellis/NV Commercial Group
Rick LaMay, CCIM

332-2800

130,296
1964/1995

18
410

Sak 'N Save, Central Rents

Las Vegas

Las Vegas Valley Commercial Brokers
Hillary Stoltz

253-575 1

130,000
1997

43
780

Gold 's Gym , Einstein Brothers Bagels,
Starbucks, Walgreen's

Las Vegas

Pan Pacific Retail Properties
Steve Erhard

258-4330

127,975
1990

23
DND

Lake Mead Pavilion
7301 W. Lake Mead Blvd.

Las Vegas

Las Vegas Valley Commercial Brokers
Hillary Stoltz

253-5751

120,000
1998

15
900

Green Valley Town Center, Phase II
4500 E. Sunset Rd.

Henderson

American Nevada Corp.
David A. Grant

458-8855

117,902
1995

14
DND

United Artists Theaters, Barley's Casino & Brewing Co., Petco, Wherehouse Entertainment

Paseo Verde Plaza
Lake Mead Dr. & Valle Verde Dr.

Henderson

American Nevada Corp.
David A. Grant

458-8855

27
DND

Hallmark, Albertson 's, Hollywood Video,
McDonald's

44

West Sahara Promenade
Sahara Ave. & Cimarron

Las Vegas

Las Vegas Valley Commercial Brokers
Hillary Stoltz

253 -5751

110,000
1997
110,000
1998/99

18
680

Steinmart, Pretty Party Place, Family Music
Center

46

Eastern Center
2605 S. Eastern Ave.

Las Vegas

Commercial Specialists
Kevin Donahoe / David Burns

364-0909

108,981
DND

4
DND

24 Hour Fitness, Wendy's, Jack in the Box

47

Lake Mead Marketplace
6110-6190 W. Lake Mead Blvd .

Las Vegas

Transwestern Property Co.
Renee Ryan -Thrailkill

731 -1551

108,838
1995

18
490

48

Lake Mead/ Decatur Shopping Center
1901-1975 N. Decatur Blvd .

Las Vegas

818 -986-1455

Price Rite Grocery Warehouse, Hancock
Fabrics, Big 0 Tires

Green Valley Plaza
Sunset Rd. & Green Valley Pkwy.

Henderson

98,51 1
1980
89,332
DND

19
DND

49

The Abrams Co.
DND
American Nevada Corp.
David A. Grant

35
DND

Trader Joe's, Pretty Party Place, Bank of
America

50

Trap-Decatur Plaza
Tropicana Ave. & Decatur Blvd.

Las Vegas

Las Vegas Valley Commercial Brokers
Hillary Stoltz

253 -5751

87,000
1999

15
700

Crunch Fitness, Starbuck's

51

Beltway Plaza
9300 S. Eastern Ave.

Henderson

Las Vegas Valley Commercial Brokers
Hillary Stoltz

253 -5751

85,000
1999

20
600

Gold's Gym, Beauty World, Muscle Mag
International

51

Sunset Pecos Plaza
3460 E. Sunset Rd .

Las Vegas

253-5751

53

Lakes Plaza
9101 -9151 W. Sahara Ave.

Las Vegas

Las Vegas Valley Commercial Brokers
Hillary Stoltz
Laurich Properties
DND

85 ,000
1997
84,630
1996

25
595
13
DND

54

Tropicana/Nellis Shopping Center
4900-4970 E. Tropicana Ave.

Las Vegas

The Abrams Co.
DND

818-986-1455

84,584
1980

16
DND

55

Village Shopping Center
California & Booth

Reno

Gaston & Wilkerson Mgmt. Group
Ken Mattison

828-1911

21
650

56

Evergreen Plaza
Oddie Blvd.

Sparks

Fleming Properties, Inc.
Glenn Fleming

673 -5500

81,428
1969
80,000
DND

56

Spri ng Mountain Durango Plaza
3455 S. Durango Rd.

Las Vegas

Las Vegas Valley Commercial Brokers
Hillary Stoltz

253 -5751

58

TBD
Tropicana Ave. & Rainbow Blvd.
Coliseum Meadows
S. Virginia St. & Kietzke Ln.

Las Vegas

CB Richard Ellis
Kit Graski/ Alex 0
Grubb & Ellis/NV Commercial Group
Rick LaMay, CCIM

369-4800

:n Reno Plaza

39

S 395 & Oddie Blvd.
S... - erhill Plaza
-599 W. Lake Mead Blvd.
.V10 erwood Pavilion
Sahara Ave. & Nellis Blvd.

43

59

Reno

LEASING PHON E

458-8855

220-4500

332 -2800

SPACES

11
DND

ANCHOR STORE S

Von's, Heilig Meyers, Kinko 's
Pep Boys, Chuck E Cheese, Michael 's

Lucky/Sav-On, Blockbuster Video, Hallmark

Pep Boys, Payless Cashw ays, Panini
Lucky's
America's Best Furniture, Nevada State Bank,
Radio Shack
Long's Drugs, Godfather's
Long's Drugs, Savers

80,000
1998
69,000
TBD
65,000
1978/1994

12
560

Rite Aid Drugs, Dolphin Court Day Spa,
Taste of Bread Bakery & Cafe

TBD
TBD
18
360

TBD
Big 5 Sporting Goods, Olive Garden
Restaurant

60

Yerington Plaza
Goldfield Ave. & US Alt. 395

Yerington

Grubb & Ellis/ NV Commercial Group
Rick LaMay, CCIM

332-2800

55,531
1995

3
278

Scolari's Food & Drug

61

Rainbow Village
Rainbow Blvd . & Russell Rd.

Las Vegas

Las Vegas Valley Commercial Brokers
Hillary Stoltz

253 -5751

50,000
1998

20
400

Taco Bell, Rite Aid Drugs, Jack in the Box

62

Fernley Plaza
US 40 & Newlands Dr.

Fernley

Grubb & Ellis/ NV Commercial Group
Rick LaMay, CCIM

332 -2800

46,770
1971 / 1999*

4
175

Scolari's Food & Drug

63

Paseo Plaza
2600 W. Sahara Ave.
Gateway Center
6316-6356 S. Pecos Rd.

Las Vegas

Laurich Properties
DND

220-4500

16
DND

Las Vegas

Las Vegas Valley Commercial Brokers
Hillary Stoltz

253-5751

45,769
1995
36,000
1997

10
180

No,..;alk Furniture, Weber Bread, ICI Paints

65

Durango Springs
Durango & Spring Mountain Rds.

Las Vegas

Las Vegas Valley Commercial Brokers
Hillary Stoltz

253-5751

34,000
1998

12
170

McDonald's, Taco Bell, Karate for Kids

66

Belmont Square
3100 E. Lake Mead Blvd.

Las Vegas

Transwestern Property Co.
Renee Ryan-Thrailkill

731- 1551

24,378
DND

25
88

67

Old Town Mall Annex
Peckham Ln. & S. Virginia St.

Reno

Grubb & Ellis/NV Commercial Group
Roxanne Stevenson

332 -2800

23,967
DND

68

Pyramid Park
Pyramid Way & Holman Ave.

Sparks

Grubb & Ell is! NV Commercial Group
Rick LaMay, CCIM

332 -2800

20,000
1971

17
DND
16
290

69

Arlington Gardens Mall
606 W. Plumb Ln.

Reno

Gaston & Wilkerson Mgmt. Group
Debbie Smith

828-1911

70

Panda Crossing
S. Virginia St. & Hillcrest Ave .

Reno

Grubb & Ellis/ NV Commercial Group
Rick LaMay, CCIM

332-2800

16,500
DND
16,000
1997

1
DND

71

Baring West Center
720 Baring Blvd.

Sparks

Gaston & Wilkerson Mgmt. Group
N/A

828-1911

15,631
1986

11
N/A

72

El Chaparrel
Sutco & Wedekind

Reno

Grubb & Ellis/ NV Commercial Group
Roxanne Stevenson

332 -2800

11
DND

DND

73

Silver Lake Center
10603 Stead Blvd .

Reno

Gaston & Wilkerson Mgmt. Group
Ken Mattison

828-1911

12,672
1989
11,506
1980

6
88

DND

Shanalee Plaza
Sunset Rd. & Whitney Ranch Dr.

Henderson

Laurich Properties
DND

220-4500

DND
1998

4
DND

Sav-On, Sears

Southwest Pavilion
S. Virginia St. & Patriot Blvd.

Reno

Grubb & Ellis/NV Commercial Group
Roxanne Stevenson

332 -2800

DND
1986

17
DND

Scolari 's Market

64

N/A
/A

DND; Did not disclose

BOOK

'New shopping center to be built.

11
71

DND

Domino's Pizza, Senor Hogg's
DND
Scolari's Food & Drug
Arlington Nursery
Great Basin Bicycles, Seoul Restaurant
Home Plate

•• To be determ ined.

~LISTS ~ Note: The above information was suppfied by representatives of the listed companies in response to faxed survey forms. Companies not appearing did not respond. To the best of our knowledge, the information is accurate as of press time.
OF
lllt.L!J While every effort ismade to ensure acc'Jracy and thoroughness. errors and omissions do occur. Send corrections or add1tions on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Book of lists, Research Dept., 21 27 Paradise Rd., LV, NV 89104.
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Insurance Brokerage Firms
Ranked by Total Employees
MAJOR LINES WRITIE N

No.
EMPLOYEES

~

~

INSURANCE BROKERAGE FIRM

"'

ADDRESS(ES)

PHONE

"'YR.Tsl.'"
IN

NV

::!

INSURERS

.:::;

826-BBOO

220
1938

AAA

• •

Layne & Associates
4045 S. Sp~ncer St., 4th Floor, LV 89119

385-3955

85
1984

AIG, Reliance, Travelers, Fireman's Fund, St. Paul,
Zurich, Mutual of Omaha, Sierra Health

• • •

Liberty Mutual Group
5081 S. McCarran Blvd., Reno 89502

B27-1000

61
1983

Liberty Fire Ins., Liberty Ins. Corp., Liberty Life
Assurance

• • •

A and H Insurance
3301 S. Virginia St., Ste. 201 , Reno 89510

829-2600

58
1957

Chubb, Royal, Hartford, CNA, Maryland Casualty,
Fireman's Fund, State Co., USF&G

5 American National insurance Company
2450 Wrondel Way, Ste. A, Reno 89502

829-1999

51
1973

American Narl., Foremost, Nat'l. Flood, Providen~
Standard L&A, LSI Iowa, Blanch, Paul Revere

6

829-2345

44
195B

DND

• • •
• • •
• • •

40

DND

AAA
199 E. Moana Ln., Reno 89502

Alpine Insurance Associates
6160 Plumas St. , Reno B9509

"
~ ~

"
~

:;; §
~ :f i .g "
0

z

<

0

u

•
• • • • •
• ••
•••••
•••••
• • • • •
•
•

~

OTHER

.:::;

Chris West
San Francisco, CA

•••• •

Gary S. Bishop
Reno

•• •• •
••• ••

R. Craig Eyre, CLU
Galveston, TX

• • • • •

Glen Gonfiantini
Reno

Northwestern Mutual Life
369-0405
3773 Howard Hughes Pkwy., Ste. 100 So., LV 89109

1857

Orgiii/ Singer
550 E. Charleston Blvd. , Ste H, LV B9104

796-9100

40
1986

Sierra/HPN, Amil, Aetna, John Alden, NevadaCare,
UHC, Safeco/ American States, EMC, Hawkeye Security, Nova Casualty, Capital Indemnity Group, Highlands

• • • • • • • • •• • • •

Country Companies
3250 N. Tenaya Way, LV B9129

395-2797

30
1985

Country Mutual, Country Casual, Country Investors,
Country CIRB, Country Preferred

10

Assurance, Ltd.
4325 S. Industrial Rd., LV 89104

79B-3700

28
1952

Travelers, Sl Paul, Zurich, Principal Mutual, Great
American, Hartford, John Alden L~e. Sierra Health & L~e

11

Cragin & Pike, Inc.
2603 W. Charleston Blvd., LV B9102

B77-1111

27
1909

St. Paul, Travelers, Fireman's Fund, Royal-Sun
Alliance, Chubb, CNA, Safeco, Reliance

12

V.W. Allabashi & Associates, Ltd.
1B10 E. Sahara Ave., Ste. 200, LV B9130

735-4355

25
1988

Guardian Life

13

Advance Insurance & Benefits
4510 W. Charleston Blvd., LV 89102

258-9440

22
1989

Safeco, Hartford, Progressive, AIG, Redland,
American States, Allied, Kemper

14

Nevada Insurance Agency Co.
13B5 Haskell St., Reno B9509

323-5126

20
1935

All Carriers

15

Brandise & Martinet
2110 E. Flamingo Rd., Ste. 300, LV B9119

735-1933

18
1981

All Carriers

16

Comstock Insurance Companies
PO Box 2500, Reno B9505

B27-0900

17
1957

All Carriers

17

de Arrieta Insurance Agency Inc.
216 N. Minnesota St., Carson City 89703

883-8880

16
1984

Safeco, Valley Ins., Allied, Maryland, Hawkeye,
Hartford, Royal

1B

Aniello Insurance
3012 W. Charleston Blvd., LV 89102

259-0256

15
1964

Travelers, Federated, CNA, Hartford, Hawkeye,
Employers Mutual, Reliance, St. Paul, Cigna, AIG

18

George L. Brown Insurance Agency
920 E. Sahara Ave., LV B9104

735-9333

15
1941

AIG, Fireman's Fund: EMC, Hawkeye Security,
Reliance, Royal, St. Paul, Safeco

18

Heuer Insurance Agency
Box 1847, Sparks 89436

35B-5554

15
1929

Safeco, Hawkeye, American States

1B

Las Vegas Insurance Services, Inc.
3430 E. Flamingo Rd., Ste. 221, LV B9121

434-4112

15
1991

Sierra, Americars, American Nat'l., Blue Cross-Blue
Shield, Mutual of Omaha, PacifiCare, Amil, UNICARE

22

The Laughton Co.
50 Washington St., Ste. 100, Reno 89503

323-3255

14
1972

All Carriers

23

Franklin Life and Financial Services
3750 S. Jones Blvd., LV 89103

221 -8866

12
1991

All Carriers

24

Associated Benefit Consultants
604 S. Jones Blvd., LV 89107

B70-6BOO

10
1978

All Carriers

• •
•••
• •
•
• • •
• • •
•••
• • •
• • •
•••
• • •
• • •
• •
•
•
•

24

BISA Insurance Services Inc.
2310 Paseo Del Prado, Ste. A-205, LV 89102

255-1112

10
1992

Frontier, Progres~ve, Century Nat'l., United Capital,
Gulf, Zurich, United Nat'l., Western Family

24

Clark & Associates of Nevada, Inc.
560 Hammill Ln., Reno B9511

82B-7420

10
1995

All Carriers

24

Doroshow Pettyjohn
165 E. Windmill Ln., LV 89123

897-4400

10
19B3

All Carriers

24

Worden's Insurance Agency, Inc.
2210 E. Commercial Rd., Pahrump B9041

727-5241

10
1977

Farmers Insurance

29

Atkin & Prater Insurance
1320 S. Casino Center Blvd., LV B9104

385-3453

29

Auto Insurance Service
4300 W. Charleston Blvd., LV B9102

369-2886

31

RKS/York Insurance Services
12B1 Terminal Way, Ste. 204, Reno B9502

329-4022

32

Cal-Nevada Insurance Agency
264 Village Blvd. , Incline Village B9450

33

B
1968

B
1997

7

Md. Casualty, Hawkeye Security, Safeco, CBIC, Colo. Casualty, Fireman's Fund, Capital Indemnity, Great American
All Carriers

1974

Hartford, Sequoia, Maryland, Atlanta Casualty,
Hawkeye, Progressive, GRE

831-1422

6
1972

American States, Safeco, Hartford, Fireman's Fund,
Allied, USF&G

American Insurance & Investment of Nevada
B5 Keystone, Ste. H, Reno 89503

322-1997

5
1982

DPIC, Lexington, Hartford, St. Paul, Allied, RA&MCO

33

Assurnet Insurance
5257 S. Eastern Ave., LV B9119

262-5B12

5
1990

Great Northwest, Clarendon Nat'l. , Capital Indemnity

33

Knights of Columbus Fraternal Insurance
61B6 Chesterfield Ln., Reno 89523

746-0518

5
1908

N/A

33

RJ. Miller & Associates, Inc.
1B1B S. Industrial Rd., Ste. 100, LV B9102

384-1229

5
1994

UniCare, Fortis, PacifiCare, Conseco, Blue Cross/ Blue
Shield, Security Connecticut, HPN, Fidelity Security

33

Transamerica Life Companies
697-5200
3m Howard Hughes Pkwy., Ste. 110 No., LV89109

5
1997

Transamerica: Occidental Life; Asset Mgmt;
Assurance; Financial Resources
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Bruce Layne, CPCU
Las Vegas

Dick L. Rottman
Reno

David Bostick
Milwaukee, WI

•• •
••••
• ••
•
••• •
••••
• • • •
••••
••••
••••
• • • •
••••••

•
••
•
•
••
••
••
••
••
••

Bob Orgill
Steve Singer
Las Vegas

• • •

Rick Morache
Bloomington, IL

•••
• •
•
• • •
•••
•• •
•••
•••
•• •
•••
•• •

•
•

•

•

•

David H. Lee
Las Vegas
Thomas F.
Las Vegas

Kereste~

Chet Koehler
Denver, CO

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ronald Dye
Las Vegas
Tony Scheuller
Reno
DND
DND
J.R. Sweatt
Reno
DND
Carson City
AI Aniello
Las Vegas
Russell Swain
Las Vegas
Larry Heuer
Sparks

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

James Laughton

•
••

• •
• • •

Richard L. Hoover
Springfield, IL

Reno

• •

•

••
••

••••
• •
•
••
••

Bus. Owners'
Protection

•

Sharon
Reno

z. Clark

Jimmy C.
Las Vegas

• • • •••

Robert Worden
Pahrump

•••

DND
Las Vegas

• •

••• •
••••• •
• • • • •
••
•
•••
•

•
•

Michael A. Flake
Las Vegas

•

•

•
•
•

Curtis R. Alexander
Las Vegas

•
•

• • • • • • •
• •
•
•
• •
• • • ••••

Dan M. Heffley,
Las Vegas

Jim Kimsey
Las Vegas
Robert K. Schmitt
Reno
Professional
Liability

Terry Jarcik
Incline Village

Sue Boylan
Las Vegas
Russ Fromherz
New Haven, CT

•

•

lnvestmts, Long RJ. Miller
Term Care
Las Vegas

Marty Flewellen
Los Angeles, CA

It's not too late • • •
to place your ad in the 1999 issue of
TopRank Nevada Annual Statewide Book ofLists
A vailable in January, ToPRANK NEVADA is a compilation of the lists
.1'\.. published in NEV.IDA B USINESS jOURNAL during 1998. This comprehensive resource will remain at your customers' fingertips all
year long. The advertising opportunities offered in this informative perfect-bound book are particularly useful to companies
published in any one of the lists.

SPECIAL RATES
Advertise in the second annual issue
of ToPRN\iK NEVADA and receive the
discounted 3X rate A 10% savings! OR
Place an ad in both ToPRANK and
NEVADA BUSINESS jOURNAL and receive
the 6X rateA savings of nearly 20%!

Deadlines for TopRank Nevada 1999 Annual:
Space Reservations: November .23 • Materials: November 30

TopRankmnNevada
STATEWIDE BOOK OF LISTS

Don't miss being part of next year's lists. Keview the 1999 calendar below and watch for your TopRank Survey Form.
Cellu lar & Paging Co mpanies
Accounting Firms
Office Furn iture & Supply Dealers
Home Healthcare Providers
*Radio I TV Stations
FEB.: Temporary Employment Agencies
Commercial Real Estate Companies
Residential Real Estate Companies
Engineering Firms
*Business Phone Systems
MAR.: Pool Contractors
Non-Profit Organizations
Securities Brokerages
Warehousing I Manufacturing Cos.
Residential Home Builders

)AN.:

• Denotes New List For 1999

APR.: Advertising Agencies
Mortgage Companies
Banks
Landscape Architects & Contractors
*Public Relationns Agencies
MAY: Architectural Firms
Chambers of Commerce
Master-Planned Communities
Airlines
*Minority Owned Businesses
*Nevada Airports
)UN.: Hospitals
Automobile Dealerships
Golf Courses
Professional Organizations
*Women Owned Businesses

JuL.:

Credit Unions
Commercial Printers
Office Buildings
Group Health Plans
Internet Service Providers
AuG.: Economic Development Orgs.
Travel Agencies
Foundations I Philanthropists
Construction Companies
Nevada's Largest Mines
*Nevada's Top Paid CEOs
SEP.: Law Firms
Commercial Property Managers
Educational Establishments
Health Clubs
~vents Services Companies
*Residential Property Managers

Ocr.: Healthcare Facilities
Industrial Parks
Computer Consultants I Retailers
Preferred Provider Organizations
*Daycare Centers
*Courier Services
Nov.: SBA Lenders
Hotels and Resorts
Insurance Companies
Retail/ Shopping Centers
Gaming Suppliers and Services
*Trucking I Freighting Companies
DEc.: Nevada's Top 100 Businesses
Nevada's Top so Business Leaders
Meeting Facilities
Major Conventions
*N evada's Top 100 PubliclyTraded Companies

___,-.

For information or space reservations:
Nevada Business Journal
2127 Paradise Rd. • Las Vegas, Nevada 89104
800-242-0164 • 702-735-7003 • Fax: 702-733-5953

10RTHERI'i

NEVADA: Elizabeth Younger Agency
223 Marsh Ave. • Reno , NV 89509-1626
702-329-4200 • Fax: 702-329-4283

www.nevadabusiness.com
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Insurance Brokerage Firms
Ranked by Total Employees
,.

No.

,.

EMPLOYEES
~

z

"'"

INSURANCE BROKERAGE
ADDRESS(ES)

PHONE

f iRM

0

Yo. Esr.

0

IN NV

INSURERS

38

Fanners Insurance Group of Companies
1544 Hwy 395, Ste. 5, Gardnerville 89410

782-2469

4
DND

Farmers Insurance

39

Lazzarone Insurance Services
2225 Green Vista Dr., Ste. 305, Sparks 89431

673-4456

3
1982

Standard of Oregon, Prindpal, BCBS, Guardian, Fortis, No.
American, St. Mary's Health First, Hospital Health Plan

39

Nevada Insurance Exchange
600 S. Virginia St., Ste. B, Reno 89501

329-0425

3
1973

Dairyland, Van Liner, JG Murphy, Western Surety
Bonds, American Reliable

39

Senior Insurance Agency
160-B E. Plumb Ln., Reno 89502

829-9600

3
1986

All Carriers

39

State Fann Insurance
5005 S. McCarran Blvd., Reno 89502

826-2111

3
1984

State Farm

43

Norm Schwartz Insurance
4180 S. Sandhill Rd. , Ste. B-8, LV 89121

737-7222

2
1989

All Carriers

43

Valley West Insurance Agency
6165 Harrison Dr., Ste. 2, LV 89120

798-6690

2
1989

First NV Ins. Co., National American Ins., Progressive
Casualty, Crusader Ins. Co., Nova Casualty Co., Century Nat'l. Ins. Co., Civil Svc. Employees, Markel Ins. Co.

45

Community Insurance Agency
2575 S. Cimarron Ave. , Ste. 203, LV 89117

838-2800

1
1996

Progressive, AIG-IIIinois, Atlanta Casualty, Guaranty
Nat'l, State Narl., Dairyland Ins., Midland Risk

45

Country Companies Inc.
755 N. Roop, Ste. 108, Carson City 89701

884-4000

1
1986

Country Mutual, Country Preferred, Country Life

45

Diversified Financial & Insurance Services
3090 Knight Rd., Reno 89509

329-9636

1
1994

Provident Mutual (Provfirst), Fortis, Guardian

N/A Harrison Insurance
DND

648·1634

DND
1989

American Medical, Amil, Fortis, Principal Mutual,
BCBS, Celtic, John Alden Life, United Health Care

N/A International Insurance Agency
4045 S. Spencer St., Ste. 108, LV 89119

734-7301

DND
1992

DND

N/A Lockhart Insurance Agency
162 Hubbard Way, Ste. D, Reno 89502

DND

DND
1973

CNA, Progressive, Dairyland, Saint Mary's Health,
Hartford, Redland, All Risk, Celtic Health

731-1076

DND
1990

Farmers, Nat'l. Casualty, Various Commercial

N/A Pete Trimboli Insurance Agency Inc.
990 E. Sahara Ave., LV 89104
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OTHER
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DND
Santa Ana, CA

••

••

DND
Sparks
Long Tenn
Care

••
•• •
•
•• ••

•• •
••••
•••••••••••••
•
••
•
••
•••••••••••••
• •••••• ••••••
•••••••••••••

Cliff Young
Reno
DND
Reno
Don Chang
Reno
Nann Schwartz
Las Vegas
Lawrence L. Hills
Las Vegas
David Tanner
Las Vegas

Mutual Funds DND
Bloomington, IL
Tracy Robison
Reno
401(k)

DND
DND
DND
Las Vegas
DND
Reno
DND
Las Vegas

·When eligible in 1999.

DND = Did not disclose

BOOK il!mliSTS ~
OF

s
<

~

(continued)

Note: The above information was supplied by representatives of the listed companies in response to faxed survey forms. Companies not appearing did not respond. To the best of our knowledge, the information is acrurate as of press time
ts made to ensure accuracy and thoroughness, errors and omissions do ocrur. Send correctionsor additions on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Book of Lists, Research Dept.. 2127 Paradise Rd., LV, NV 89104.

~ While every effort

•!• A and H Insurance is committed to the needs
of the health care industry.
•!• Our in-house bond manager has over 25 years'
experience within the industry.
•!• No client is too large or too small for
A and H Insurance to represent.
•!• A and H Insurance is the agent of record for the
Associated General Contractors health insurance program.

3301 South Virginia, Suite 201
Post Office Box 7340 • Reno, evada 89510
702. 829.2600 • Fax 702.829.2607
http:// www.aandhinsurance.com
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Gaming Supply and Service Companies
Ranked by Numbe(l of Employees

.
~

z

<

1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

GAMJJ G SUI'ruER
AnoRBS(es)
lnrema:tional Game Technology
9295 Prototype Dr., Reno 89511
Jo;dcpot Enterprises, Inc.
11 10 Palms Airport Dr., Las Vegas 89119
Uruted Coin Machine Co.
600 Pilot Rd., Las Vegas 89119
Sally Gaming, Inc.
6601 S. Bermuda Rd., Las Vegas 89119
Casino Data Systems
3300 Birtcher Dr., Las Vegas 89118
Sigma Game
7160 S. Amigo St., Las Vegas 89119
Tripp Plastics
250 Greg St., Sparks 89431
Shuffle Master Gaming
1106 Palms Airport Dr., Las Vegas 89119
Paul-Son Gaming Supplies, Inc.
1700 Industrial Rd. , Las Vegas 89102
Innovative Gaming Inc.
4750 Turbo Cir., Reno 89502
Central Credit, Inc.
3763 Howard Hughes Pkwy., Ste. 300, LV 89109
Sunkist Graphics
401 E. Sunset Rd., Henderson 89015
Bayer, Brown, Forsythe & Emaut
2685 S. Rainbow Blvd., Ste. 112, LV 89146
300 S. Wells, Ste. 7, Reno 89502

PH ONE(S)
EMAIL/WEBSITE

NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEES

448-8022
· igtgame.com
263 -5555

2,000

270-7500

415

896-7700
ballygaming.com
269-5000
csds.com
260-3100
sigmagame.com
355-7552
info@trippplastics.com
897-7150

340

384-2425
pson.com
823-3000

70

893 ·1900

55

566-9008
sunkistgrfx.com

52

SERVICES

Video Poker/ Keno, Player Tracking Systems,
MegaJackpot Systems, Slot Machines
N/A

Machine Installation, Sales & Svc.

40

Signage, Plastic Cards

Machine Installation, Sales & Svc.

32

Precision Metal Fabrication, Assembly,
Plating/ Powder Coating For Gaming Products
Video Poker/ Keno, Slot Machines, Novelty Slot
Machines, Gaming Tables/ Furniture/ Accessories
Bill Acceptors

N/A

800

280
125
94
90

65

50

362 -5457
323-2181
bayer@bayer-brown.com
876-5100
14 Johnson Business Machines/Plastic Print-A-Card Co.
3111 S. Valley View Blvd., Ste. S-101 , LV 89102
263-0223
15 BPW Precision
bpwi@intermind.net
365 E. Arby Ave., Las Vegas 89119
257-2220
16 CJ's Casino EmJ'orium
4625 Wynn R ., Ste. A-21 , Las Vegas 89103
643-1600
17 AstroSystems, Inc.
4210 Production Ct., Las Vegas
astrosystemsinc.com
876-8080
N/A Young Electric Sign Co. (YESCO)
5119 S. Cameron St. , Las Vegas 89118
DND = Did not disclose Gaming Accessories: Cards, Dice, Chips, etc.

SENIOR
SUPPLIES

21
10
DND

NV

EXECUTIVE

YEAR ESTABLISHED

Charles Mathewson
1952
Don R. Kornstein
1952
Video Poker/ Keno, Player Tracking Sys., Signage, Route Operator
Robert L. Miodonski
Slot Machines, Novelty Slot Machines
1963
Video Poker/ Keno, Player Tracking Sys., MegaSales & Svc., Consulting, Tech.
Bob Magnanti
Svc.
1972
Jackpot Sys., Slot Machines
Video Poker, Player Tracking Sys., MegaJackpot
Installation, Sales, Svc., Maint., 24- Steven Weiss
Sys., Signage, Slot Machines, Novelty Slot Machines Hr. Software Support, Tech. Svc.
1990
Video Poker, Slot Machines, Novelty Slot
Machine Installation, Sales &
Jim Jackson
Machines
Svc. , Maintenance, Tech. Svc.
1984
Signage, Dealing Shoes, Change Towers, AutoN/A
Warren Tripp
matic Keno Ball-Calling Unit
1948
Automatic Card Shuffler, Proprietary Table
DND
Mark Yoseloff, Ph.D.
Games, Video Game Software
1992
Gaming Tables/ Furniture, Gaming Accessories
Sales & Svc., Consulting
PaulS. Endy
1963
Slot Machines, Novelty Slot Machines, MultiMachine Installation, Sales & Svc. Edward G. Stevenson
Player Electronic Pit Games
1996
N/A
Casino Credit Svcs., Casino
Pamela Shinkle
Marketing Svcs.
1956
Steve A. Black
Sales & Svc.
Sir,nage, Screen Printing, Custom Slot/Poker
1983
Gass
N/A
Consulting, Advertising/PR/
DND
Government Affairs
1955

Signage

Route Operator

Sales & Svc., Slot Broker

Floor Design, Sales & Svc., Maintenance, Lighting, Consulting

Charles R. Johnson
1977
David Frohnen
1986
Carl E. Fredericksen
1990
Wendy Kazel
1997
John Williams
1932

~ Note: The above information was Sllpplied by representatives of the listed companies in response to faxed survey forms. Companies not appearing did not respond. To the best of our knowledge. the information is accurate as of press time.
BOOK ~LISTS
OF
lUitJ.:J While every effort ismade to ensure accuracy and thoroughness, errors and omissions do occur Send corrections or additions on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Book of Lists, Research Dept.. 2127 Paradise Rd., LV. NV 89104.

A purChase
you won't
sweat over.
5:5CVSEX.
Results are the truest measure of value. With the Trotter 900T Treadmill you
get the superior comfort and durability of a health club - so you stay with your
fitness program and enjoy the benefits of excellent health.

\\ illow Creek, Las Vegas' most comprehensive
care residence, is openmg its newest location on
the west side of town.\Ve offer specifically
designed programs for those with Alzheimer s
Disease and Related Dementias, in abeautiful
home-like setting. Call to set up apersonal wur
o(our fac\(\ty ana (et us answeryour questions
about caring for your loved one.

395-3100

Exercise Equipment of Nevada
Nevada's Largest Exercise Equipment Dealer
Reno I Tahoe Green Valley I Henderson Las Vegas

8oo-9s9-LIFT (5438)
www.exercise-equipment.com

HMO Senior Day Care Provider
3351 N. Buffalo Dr. • Las Vegas, NV 89129

1-'rotc.rron
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Sierra HealthCare earns
accreditation
Sierra Pacific-Nevada Power
merger one step closer
The merger of Sierra Pacific Resources
and Nevada Power Company drew one
step closer with the recent approval of the
merger by stockholders of both companies . In order to join, the two utilities must
now obtain the remaining approvals of the
Public Utilities Commission of Nevada,
the Federal Regulatory Commission and
the Securities and Exchange Commission.
The combined company will be named
Sierra Pacific Resources, and will serve
more than 800,000 electric, 100,000 gas
and 65 ,000 water consumers throughout
Nevada. The transaction is expected to
close in the second quarter of 1999.

Nevada'sfirst dental school
on the way
The University and Community College
System of Nevada Board of Regents has
approved a proposal by UNLV President
Carol Harter seeking funding for the
state's first College of Dental Science. The
school will help meet some of Nevada's
critical healthcare needs and provide access for Nevadans desiring a dental education. The dental school will also comprise
the next major step in the development of
graduate and professional education at
UNLV. The UNLV dental school may open
as early as fall 2000 and, as part of a cooperative agreement, will be situated on
the West Charleston campus of the Community College of Southern Nevada.

Sierra HealthCare Options, Inc. has become the first managed care organization
in Nevada to receive accreditation for
workers' compensation. Sierra earned a
two-year accreditation from the American
Accreditation HealthCare Commission!
Utilization Review Accreditation Commis sion. To qualify for accreditation, companies must complete a detailed application
and provide written policies, procedures
and processes; site visits and personnel interviews are also part of the process.

Convention center goes high tech
The Las Vegas Convention Center has
partnered with US Telcom to offer clients the RapidDate Fiber Network. The
network now serves as a backbone to accommodate numerous tasks, including
high-speed Internet connections and pointto-point networking. US Telcom is providing assistance in creating on-site networks,
as well as networks from surrounding hotels to the convention center. US Telcom
can also customize network systems for
tradeshows that return year after year for
both the convention center and area hotels.

AT&T opens retail store
Nevada's first all-service AT&T retail store
has opened in Carson City. The remodeled
store allows customers access to the full
range of AT&T products and services at
one location. Products available include a

complete selection of wireless communication products, long distance service for
business and residential customers, prepaid calling cards and Internet service.
Customers also enjoy combined billing for
long distance and wireless phone services.

DeloiHe &Touche recognized
For the fifth consecutive year, the Nevada
practice of Deloitte & Touche is one of
Working Mother magazine's 100 best companies for working mothers. Deloitte &
Touche represents one of the first major
professional services firms to institute a
comprehensive effort to recruit, retain and
advance high-talent women through a variety of programs. The Nevada practice of
Deloitte & Touche offers ~o men career
development opportunities through mentoring and career planning. It also provides '
numerous human resource programs for its
working parents, such as flexible work
schedules, a personal time off program and
dependent care support

St. Rose opens medical plaza
St. Rose Dominican Hospital recently celebrated the opening of Parkway Medical
Plaza at Green Valley Parkway and Lake
Mead Drive in Henderson. The three-story,
110,000-square-foot facility holds healthcare services such as St. Rose's UrgentCare
and WomensCARE Center of Excellence,
as well as the Parkway Surgery Center. The
fac ility also features a screening and imaging center, physical therapy and primary
care physicians and specialists.
•

TMCC legal program receives
approval
The American Bar Association (ABA) recently approved Truckee Meadows Community College's legal assistant program,
making the school's program the first in
Nevada to receive the ABA seal of approval. The associates degree emphasizes
writing and research with substantive and
procedural training.
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St. Rose Dominican Hospital :S newly opened Parkway Medical Plaza
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helters of Nevada Offers a Unique Medium ...
Largest transit shelter operator in Las Vegas with over 2,000 panels. Bustop Shelters of Nevada covers
The most locations of any Las Vegas Outdoor Advertising Company.
the entire Las Vegas Valley, Las Vegas
Shelters in Las Vegas are absolutely essential to cover the market.
Strip, near Strip tourist areas, Airport
Complete exclusive tourist and local coverage.
Access and Convention Centers.
NewBustop
Junior Transit Posters
Benchback Advertising
Copy is silk-screened,
directly embedded
into the fiberglass
state-of-the-art
1' x 7' benchbacks.
2' x 1' Industry ="=:-:~~-
Standard wooden
bench back. ~=~~~:!
Comparatively a
inexpensive
production costs.

New Outdoor Advertising Now
Available on the Las Vegas Strip
and Surrounding Tourist Corridor

Bustop Shelters of Nevada is now offering
new 20" X 29" advertising panels located on
the n ew state of the arr receptacles being
installed next to the bus stop shelters on the
Las Vegas Strip and surrou nding tourist areas.
11

1

Convention/Trade Show & Special Showings
To assist convention exhibitors/ Bustop Shelters of Nevada offers eight different
convention packages that utilize our outdoor display panels in a combination of
locations. Each convention package offers locations:
1. In front of the Las Vegas Convention Center
2. On The Las Vegas Strip directly in front of major Strip Hotels
3. On all major access thoroughfares between McCarran International
Airport and Hotels on The Strip
4. On Las Vegas Boulevard North, which leads to the famous Downtown Hotels

''Spectacular'' Advertising with Promotions In MotionTM
• Mobile units may be utilized on the Las Vegas Strip or anywhere in
the Las Vegas Valley to reach tourists, convention attendees or the
local population.
• Promotions In Motion rM features the use of 3 dimensional extensions,
full vinyl wraps and 7 panel groups of 3 rotating advertising panels,
one on each side and one on the rear of the vehicle. Side panels are
8 ft . x 5 ft . The back panel is 5 ft . x 5 ft . (panel production is $750 for a set of 3).
• Extreme back lighting intensity of the advertising panels ensures the
all important Las Vegas night time viewing (no other Las Vegas mobile
advertising vehicles have back lit panels).

Mixing Scrooge with P. T. Barnum
A surefire sign of the holidays

by Joe Mullich

n my opinion. the .,.e,est art form ever invented
by mankind is hype.
Because of this, my pulse
always quickens when I see
evidence of the inherent
gullibility of American consumers. Hype depends on
gullibility for its life blood.
That's why I was delighted
to read a recent news story
about how the "hot" toys are
anointed for the Christmas
buying season. Every year
parents pounce on store
shelves for the "hot toy"
like Bruce Willis attacking
an asteroid.
A toy's heat is generated
entirely by hype, most of
which originates directly
from the toy companies.
This year, for instance, the
hot toy is a five-inch furry
toy called a "Furby." The

a technology magazine for
geeks. This publication has
nothing to do with kids,
except for the fact that
most eight-year-olds look
like Bill Gates. I can' t
imagine why a plug from
this magazine should matter
to parents. But once Wired
declared the Furby "hot,"
everyone else did too.
Two years ago, the frenzy
around Tickle Me Elmo, one
of the decade's top-selling
toys, was attributed to a
surprise plug from TV talkshow host Rosie O'Donnell.
That's another program
watched not by kids, but
by women with too much
time on their hands.
In hindsight, many parents
feel as embarrassed about
being duped into buying the
hot toy as they do admitting

Furby is an interactive,
Gremlin-like toy that speaks
its own "furbish" language
and bas the ability to catch
each other's colds, burp and
pass gas. Based on this criteria, my Uncle Harry could be
a popular Christmas toy.
The Furby was declared
the hottest Christmas toy
even before it hit the store
shelves. That's because a

they once owned a collection
of Barry Manilow albums .
One father owned up to
spending $200 to buy a
Tickle Me Elmo. If I spent
200 bucks on something,
I'd expect it do a lot more
than tickle me.
In years past, adults pummeled one another to get
these toys, and others, such
as Cabbage Patch Dolls,
Teen-age Mutant Ninja
Turtles , or Mighty Morphin
Power Rangers. "Now my

I

host of magazines said it
was. The first important plug
came from Wired magazine,
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In hindsight,
many parents
feel as embarrassed about
being duped into
buying the hot
toy as they do
admitting they
once owned a collection of Barry
Manilow albums.
son hasn't look at the [Tickle-Me Elmo] in over a year,"
said the father, whose name
is being withheld to protect
the stupid. "But at the time it
seemed important."
According to the article,
toy makers now hire toy ex-

themselves would be just as
happy playing with the box a
toy came in as with the socalled hottest Christmas toy.
But the problem is that parents can ' t one-up each other
based on the quality of the
box. "I keep my eyes open
for the popular Christmas
gift," one woman told the
Associated Press. "So do my ,
friends , and then we compare what we got the kids for
Christmas." That's one tea
party I don' t want to be near,
unless the most popular
Christmas gift this year is
Extra Strength Tylenol.
That's why I love the
hot toy hyperbole - it's
hype that creates demand
for a product the ultimate
user (the kids) could not
care less about.
The smart people are trying

perts to test their toys and
declare the toys hot. Most
of the experts, who use
phrases such as "good play
value," would probably
have a kindergarten class in
tears within three minutes
if they actually tried to play
with the kids. One toy expert, who calls herself "Dr.
Toy," admitted in a toy magazine she "doesn't test
[toys] with kids because
kids love everything."
In other words, the kids

to capitalize on the looniness
of parents. A few years ago,
people loaded up on Holiday
Barbies, anticipating they'd
be declared the season's hot
toy. A financial advisor for
American Express bought a
bunch of the $32 dolls. Once
stores ran out of the dolls, he
sold them to desperate parents for $90 apiece.
Now, the recipe for that
man 's Christmas spirit calls
for a touch of Scrooge with
just a dash of P.T. Barnum . •

Be here on January 7 • • •

•••

'cause that's where you'll find Preview '99,
"The Business Event of the Year."

Preview '99 is presented this year by the Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce and the Nevada Development Authority.
Important challenges and opportunities face Las Vegas as we move into the millennium. Hear all about them at Preview '99.

Here's what to expect:
•
•
•

high profile, informative speakers (watch for announcements!)
exciting videos
a fast-paced format
informative exhibits
complimentary breakfast

DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

Thursday,January7, 1999
7:30 a.m.-8:30 a.m. breakfast mixer
8:30a.m.- 11:50 a.m. program (includes intermission)
11:50 a.m. - ??? networking
Thomas and Mack Center
•
special intimate theater setting
•
easy access
•
ample free parking

For information about sponsorships or exhibit space, call the Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce at 735-2451.
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Preserve !fOIIr assets
Protect !fOIIr loved ones
Provide for the future
Family Limited Partnerships
Limited-Liability Companies
Corporate Planning
Asset Protection
Wills & Trusts
Tax Planning
Elder Law

entar!f
eonsultation
870-6060

ROBERT L.
BOLICK
LTD . .
Attorneys
At Law

